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North America's tallest peak, Denali,
rises up behind two Denali Park Kennel
dog teams. Check out our interview with
kennel manager, Jennifer Raffaeli (who
took this stunning pic), on page 6.
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’m not sure about everyone else, but as hot summer days
dwindle and the fall training season grows nearer, my
anxiousness to break out harnesses is becoming unbearable.
That being said, we've had a blast putting together the
Annual Health and Nutrition issue! The more scientific aspects of
the sport have always fascinated me and I had fun pulling together
some instructional, concrete information to offer. This issue is so
jam-packed, you might have to read it in a couple sittings, but I bet
you won't be able to put it down.
We kick things off by unveiling a new section that will feature
awesome litters of our sport: "Pedigrees", authored by wellrespected musher and analyst Jake Berkowitz. For this issue's
"Beginner Basics", the Collins twins have put together one of the
most in-depth analyses on conformation that has ever been done
in the sled dog world. With the help of world -renowned structure

and gait analyst Pat Hastings, they sifted through show dog
conformation and have provided us with great detail on physical
traits valuable for performance and durability.
We also have a great Iditarod wrap-up and photos from Sebastian
Schnuelle, former Iditarod runner-up and Iditarod Trail reporter
for Iditarod Insider. World Champion Buddy Streeper talks weight
management, and "Vet Check" features puppy whelping and raising
advice from Limited Class champion and multiple ISDRA medalist
Dr. Dawn Brown, DVM.
Don't be surprised if this one gets dog-eared, it's our best issue
yet!
Until next issue,
Jake Witkop
and the rest of the Mushing team
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We're excited to announce our newest section of Mushing! After repeatedly hearing how “Super
Dogs” is the most anticipated feature in our magazine (I mean, who doesn’t open to the back
cover first when the magazine arrives?), we are excited to start highlighting dogs that have
done amazing things while providing a bit of an analysis on their pedigrees. It is the best of both
worlds–we get to learn about dogs and study their pedigrees!

RInsects Litter

by Jake Berkowitz

P

erhaps the only thing in the sport of mushing
that is more talked about than pedigrees is
poop. Pedigrees are the building blocks of great
kennels and for years kennels have been experimenting
with what works and what doesn’t. But what happens
when you combine the best from two 4-time Iditarod
Champions? You produce, perhaps, the greatest
litter that long distance racing has seen – the “Insect
Litter”. Jeff King bought a stud fee for Zorro (a Yukon
Quest and Iditarod champion and household name,
producing over 600 puppies) from Lance Mackey and
bred his star female Shannon. Shannon is now owned
by Pete Kaiser, who not only has many top finishes to
her name but has also produced the majority of Kaiser’s
Kusko Championship teams the last 2 years, as well as
his 5th place Iditarod team this year. In addition she is
the mother to Pixie and Mullet who hold the record for
the Copper Basin 300. Shannon was bred to Zorro in
April of 2007 and 63 days later on June 20th 9 puppies
were born.
Beetle (M): The only Golden Harness winner
of the Insect Litter, Beetle led Dallas Seavey to his
first Iditarod race record in 2014. Beetle (a neutered
2 year old at the time) was sold for $750 to Dallas in
2010. When speaking with Seavey he could not say
enough great things about this dog. Beetle has been at
the finish line first (most of the times in lead) in the
Yukon Quest and 3 Iditarods, as well as two 4th place
Iditarod finishes with Seavey as well. When speaking
with Seavey, about why Beetle is that “go-to” dog, he
referenced his ability to maintain for 1,000 miles, he
was always a dog that you could count on to be there
at the end. Seavey had no second guesses about calling
Beetle his most decorated dog to date.
Skeeter (F): The only dog that Jeff King still has in
his yard and I don’t believe there is anything anyone
could offer to pry her away from Husky Homestead.
Skeeter has been a major fixture in Husky Homestead’s
racing team since 2010, finishing multiple Top 10
finishes in Iditarod as well as being an integral part in
a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place finish in the Kusko 300 as well as
2 Championships in the Kobuk 440. Although Skeeter’s
4
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racing history speaks for herself, perhaps her
largest contribution is what she has produced.
Her most notable offspring is Barnum (and
brother Bailey) known for his outrageous size
and his inability to understand just how big
he is. Barnum and Bailey were products of
perhaps King’s most famous dog, Salem, bred
to Skeeter. Skeeter was also bred to a Streeper
male (Cael) which produced the very cute and
very houndy looking “Opposites” litter (Flow,
Zig, Wax, Ebb, and Yang, to name a few). This
litter usually resides at the front of King’s
team.
Hopper (F): Much to King’s handler's
(Dave Decaro) dismay, after an impressive
rookie finish in 2010, I was able to purchase
Hopper as my main breeding female for
my kennel. Much like her sister, Skeeter,
Hopper’s racing history is impressive,
racking up multiple mid-distance wins and
top finishes as well as two 4th place Yukon
Quest finishes and an 8th place Iditarod finish
as well. Hopper’s strength is as a closer; she
is not going to wow you in training (and any
speeds over 10mph), but when the rest of the
team tires she is ready to step up and drive
the team to the finish. Hopper has mothered
3 litters and is currently pregnant with her
4th. She has had litters with Solomon twice,
Wizard (Pete Kaiser) once which is a linebred
Zorro litter, and she is currently pregnant
with a linebred Shannon litter out of Leno.

Spider (M): Now owned by Jason
Campeau (Spider was sold as part of my main
20 dogs that Campeau purchased in 2014).
After many top Iditarod finishes, Kusko
and Kobuk finishes for King, Spider was the
last dog from the Insect litter that King sold
following Iditarod 2013. I immediately took
Spider to the Kobuk 440 where he instantly
began to impress. The following year he was
a major fixture at the front finishing well in
multiple mid-distance races (leading the
majority of the race) such as the Knik 200,
Kusko, Denali Doubles, etc… Spider went on to
be Campeau’s main go-to leader the following
year, usually preferring a spot upfront as a
Solo artist. Spider led Campeau to a Top 10
finish in the Yukon Quest and Top 20 finish in
Iditarod in Campeaus’ rookie year.
Termite (M): Now owned by Richie Diehl
of Aniak, Alaska. Termite is a staple of Diehl’s
racing team and has never been dropped
from a race. His rambunctious attitude is a
guaranteed sight at every finish line. Diehl
describes Termite as the most athletic and
durable dog he has ever ran. Notable race
finishes: 4th place Kusko 300 (twice), Iditarod
14th place, and three victories in the Aniak
150 (all in lead).
Bumble (F): Now owned by Kathleen
Frederick. Bumble who unfortunately broke
her leg on a training run on the Denali
Highway with Newton Marshall in 2013, does

not have any notable race finishes to her name,
but her pedigree has caught the attention of
many top races. Frederick has received many
offers to buy Bumble from Top 10 Iditarod
Mushers, but her response is always the same,
“I bought Bumble as a birthday present for
myself and I don’t sell my birthday presents!”
Perhaps Bumble’s greatest claim to fame is she
is the proud mother of a litter sired by Dallas
Seavey’s superstar Golden Harness Winner
Reef. Seavey’s intimate knowledge of this
litter from his experience with Beetle clearly
persuaded Seavey to split a breeding with
Frederick to get some more of the bloodline
infused in his kennel. This litter was born in
2014 and will be making their first Iditarod
appearance this year in Seavey’s kennel.
Raymie Redington (son of Joe Redington Sr.)
has also split numerous litters with Bumble.
Hornet (M) and Roach (M): Both were
sold to Jason Barron at a young age and their
names were quickly changed by Barron to
Grendel and Beowulf respectively. Although
there is not a ton of information on these boys,
Hornet’s picture is Matt Groth’s Facebook
Profile Picture and in a post about Grendel
(AKA Hornet) he said he was the greatest
dog he had ever ran and the father to most of
his kennel. Groth thinks so highly of this dog
that he would not entertain any outlandish
offers of money or dog trades when I asked
if he would consider selling him. Groth and
Grendel won the Apostle Islands Sled Dog
race in 2014.
Cricket (F): Cricket went to Louie
Ambrose and finished Iditarod with
him in 2013, his rookie year.

Underdog 30-22
Available at
Cold Spot Feeds, Fairbanks
(907) 457-8555
Underdog Feeds, Wasilla
(907) 373-6851
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interview

exclusive

NPS photo by Jen Raffaeli

talking dogs (and a whole lot more...) with

Jennifer Raffaeli

Denali National Park Kennel Manager
We had the chance to interview Jennifer Raffaeli from the Denali
NPS sled dog kennel. This kennel has deep historical roots in Denali
Park that span back to the frontier days of Alaska and it doesn’t look
like they are going anywhere in the near future!

JW:
JR:

Let’s start talking about you. Where are you from, how
long have you been in dogs, and how long have you been
with the park?
I was born in Minnesota, then grew up all over the east
coast. I grew up with dogs and cats and always wanted to
be a veterinarian. I competed nationally with horses in hunter-jumper
and equitation classes until college. I went to college and graduate
school in California and then worked in many western states for
Outward Bound and other outdoor education programs. I first came
to Alaska in 1998 to guide for an ecotourism company based in Cooper
Landing. Our trips took visitors from the Kenai to Talkeetna to Denali.
I fell in love with sled dogs that summer and started running sled dogs
doing day rides and multi-day camping trips for Arleigh Jorgenson
in Grand Marais, MN in 1999. Arleigh was a great mentor and I was

6
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hooked on running dogs. I spent a few winters there, then worked for a
mushing tour company in the Sierra Nevada in CA. My then boyfriend
(now husband) and I were teaching for Outward Bound in Seward,
AK for a few summers and decided to run dogs in Alaska for a winter
(2006-07) and handled for Ed and Ruth Iten outside of Kotzebue
helping Ed train his team for Iditarod. We went back to CA and ran
dogs for a tour company in Squaw Valley in the winter of 2007-08,
got married, and returned to Alaska in May 2008 to start work as
summer seasonal Rangers in Denali. We spent two winters (2008-09,
2009-10) training dogs for Ken Anderson and Gwen Holdmann in Fox
and did some racing with his yearling teams. I ran the Quest with Ken
and Gwen’s two year olds in 2010 and started my current job as the
manager for the Denali National Park Kennels in April of that year.
Can you talk about the history of the park, and the
incorporation of the park kennel? Harry Karstens seems
to be a prominent figure, can you talk about him?
The Park and the sled dogs really go hand in paw. Harry
Karstens, our first Superintendent, was first and foremost, a
dog musher. Harry Karstens ran the mail trail from Valdez to Fairbanks

JW:
JR:

2016
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and was a well respected dog musher and
wilderness traveler. Charles Sheldon asked
Harry Karstens to be his guide when he spent

those days so it made sense.
Many people wonder why we still use dog
teams today and there are many good reasons

NPS photo by Jen Raffaeli

The winter conditions in Denali can be
extremely harsh. It is far more reliable to
get a dog team to start up at 40F below
than a snowmachine.
a winter in Denali studying the Dall sheep in
1907-08. Sheldon was later a key lobbyist for
the creation of Denali National Park, which
was finally designated in 1917. There was no
budget appropriated for the Park until 1921
and the first Superintendent hired was none
other than Harry Karstens.
In February of 1922, Karstens purchased
the Park’s first seven sled dogs from Norman
Hadley who lived on the Tanana River. The
first rangers that Harry Karstens hired were
given a dog team to patrol the boundary, build
shelter cabins, and try to put an end to the
market hunting for meat that was taking place
to feed all the Kantishna area miners and dog
teams. Tom Walker’s book, The Seventymile
Kid, does a great job of telling the whole story
of Karstens and his adventures through the
years in Alaska.
There is a popular story told that the way
Harry Karstens hired the first rangers was
that he would give them a dog team and tell
them to go out and patrol the park for a week,
if they came back they would have a job. If
they didn’t come back, he would come look
for them, but they’d better plan on finding a
different job. So the first Denali NPS Rangers
had to be pretty good dog mushers to get a job
here. Dog teams were the prevalent means
of long-distance travel and transportation in

for that. The first is that snowmachines and
other mechanized forms of transport are not
allowed within the 2 million acres of legally
designated Wilderness in Denali. However,
there are an additional 4 million acres of the
park and preserve that are not Wilderness,
but it still makes sense to use dog teams. The
winter conditions in Denali can be extremely
harsh. It is far more reliable to get a dog team
to start up at 40F below than a snowmachine.
We encounter a lot of overflow on our rivers
and dog teams travel through the overflow
much better than snowmachines. Dog teams
have brains and hearts and good judgement
and can really help rangers find their way in
whiteouts and storms or around open leads
or bad ice on rivers whereas a snowmachine
is not going to help you with any of that. If
one sled dog in a team gets injured it is easy
enough to care for them on the trail and
keep the rest of the team running, but if a
snowmachine breaks down when you are
far away you better hope you have the right
replacement parts and knowledge to fix it. Of
course, I am biased, but I would much rather
curl up at the end of the day and hang out with
sled dogs than a snowmachine. They take a
lot more work to care for than a machine, but
they are so worth it.
The sled dogs of Denali are the only

federally owned working dog team in the
entire National Park system. They are a
unique and inspiring aspect of the Park that I
hope continues for a long time into the future.

JW:
JR:

At some point you guys used
Malamutes, correct?
That is correct. Roy Sanborn and
Roger Burgraf tried to maintain
a kennel of registered purebred Malamutes
in the 1950s and 60s. When Sandy Kogl
started as the first official Kennels Manager
in the 1970s, she gradually shifted away
from the purebred show dogs and back to
Alaskan Huskies that were bred for their
field performance rather than for appearance
or pedigrees. There are some great teams
of working Malamutes out there, like Joe
Henderson’s dogs. It just so happened that the
Malamutes the park was using were not ideal
for the work, staffing model, and conditions
we have here in Denali. At this point, we don’t
really have any Malamutes in our kennel.

JW:

Let’s move forward to present
day, the Denali kennel has over
50,000 visitors and patrols 3,000 miles per
winter, can you talk about the summer and
winter operations?
Yes, the dogs and kennel staff have
two very different work seasons
throughout the year. In April, our seasonal
summer staff start training for a busy summer
season with park visitors. The focus for the
dogs and humans during the summer is to be
ambassadors of dog mushing and educate our
visitors about the long history and tradition
of dog mushing in Alaska long before there
were ranger dog teams in Denali. We help

JR:

Interview w/Jennifer Raffaeli cont'd on next page

Visitors getting Denali Park Kennel tour and meeting NPS sled dogs in summer/ NPS photos by Colleen Miniuk Sperry
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Interview w/Jennifer Raffaeli cont'd from previous pg
people understand why the Park Service
still uses dog teams in this era of modern
technology and we share stories of the work
that the dogs do out in the park every winter
to help illustrate what it means to uphold the
Wilderness Act of 1964 and the designation
of the original 2 million acres of Denali as
Wilderness under ANILCA in 1980. Denali
is one of the few places where dog mushers,
skiers, and snowshoers can find the peace and
quiet and solitude they are seeking without
snowmachines, cars, or other motorized
transport out in the Park in winter.
Summer days are filled with visitors coming
to meet the dogs and attend one of the three
free ranger programs offered at 10 am, 2 pm,
and 4 pm from mid-May to mid-September
talking about the sled dogs of Denali. Summer
is also when our one litter of pups is born.
We only breed one litter to replace our dogs
that are turning 9 and retiring. We adopt out
our retired dogs to people in cold, northern
environments who can still provide an active
retirement for them. Our litter of pups spend
their summer socializing with visitors and
staff, going on walks in the woods around the
kennel to be exposed to different terrain they
will encounter on the trails in winter.
Once fall arrives in late September we
wrap up the summer season and switch over
to winter kennel staff. We shift to getting the
dogs back in shape on non motorized carts
and ATVs until the snow falls and we can
get on sleds. Usually, by mid November, we
can be out on sleds and starting to work on
longer, project based trips. Again, thanks to
the Wilderness Act of 1964, a big part of my
job is working with park managers to look at
whether they can use dog teams (rather than
get an exception for administrative access to
use a helicopter or other motorized transport)
to access remote or challenging locations in
the park to gather data for research projects
or transport supplies for trail building or
cabin restoration projects. We are always out
to gather updated information on conditions
to share with independant visitors or
concessioners who guide clients on ski and
dogsled trips in the Park all winter. I often tell
folks that we use dog teams the way horses or
mules are often used for heavy hauling work
on public lands in the Lower 48. Winter always
goes by far too quickly and we are usually out
on our final overnight trips in early April,
just before it is time to put the sleds away and
train the new group of summer seasonal staff.

8
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JW:

How long are those trips
usually? If am I correct, unlike
most kennels, you guys have to break trails
with your dogs…
Trips start out at around a week
or so long in December and then
get gradually longer as the winter goes on.
By February and March the dogs are out on
the trail for 4-5 weeks at a time. Yes, you are
correct we are putting in all of our trails with
non-motorized dog power. Because it takes
so long to get anywhere, it makes sense that
we keep slowly working west and extending
trails rather than just going out from HQ for a
few days at a time. High winds are so common
here that if we don’t get out and pack trails in
as soon as it snows, then the snow will often
just blow away and, on the flip side, once we
pack a trail in, it often blows full with snow so
we need to re-break it on the return trip. Our
trips are project based and that determines
where in the park (or sometimes, outside the
park) we are traveling and for how long. We
stock the historic ranger patrol cabins with
dog and human food before the park road
closes in the fall so that we can resupply
along the way and keep space in our sleds
for carrying loads for researchers, clean up
projects, or building materials as needed. We
either stay in the historic cabins or we camp
out in areas where there are no cabins. About
every 5 days on the trail the dogs need a day
off and the human kennels staff will work on
snowshoeing or skiing in the trail for the next
day or prepping for whatever project we are
supporting or maintenance on the cabins and
our dog teams, sleds, etc.

in how sleds handle on the trail like toeing in
the runners, where the stanchions connect to
the sled bed, length of the runners behind the
sled bed, etc. Our winter staff learn how to
laminate and bend and make wooden runners
and stanchions and so on.
We have one sled built by Cody Strathe. I
wanted to get a more modern example of a
freighting sled for us to refer to when building
our sleds and his sled has been the go to sled
for me on the trail for the last several seasons.
We are modifying it this summer to add QCR
rails. We get special extra thick QCR runner
plastic that lasts several winters even with all
the travel we do over bare tundra and rocky
river gravel bars. The extra thick plastic has
held up really well, even with constantly
going through wet overflow. We haven’t had
troubles with ice forming
between the rails and the
runner plastic. Most of our
sleds are 8-10 ft beds and we
will often rig in a Northern
Sledworks hauling sled in
front of our regular dog sled
to be able to carry larger
loads distributed between
the two sleds. It makes it
much easier to maneuver
the two sleds on the trail.

JW:
JR:

JR:

JR:

What kind of sleds are you guys
using?
For the most part we build our
own sleds. I have found that the
best way to know how to fix a sled when you
are way out in the Park is to have built it,
maintained it, and repaired it yourself. It is
also a great motivator for staff to take care of
their sleds since they built them they know
just how much work goes into it. Part of the
goal of the Denali NPS kennels is to keep
traditional skills alive and sled building is a
really important traditional skill. I had Bernie
Willis come to the kennels a few years back
and do a multi-day training on the physics
and math involved in designing a sled for the
work that we do to give us all a foundation
in key sled features we need to be aware of
when we are building sleds. There are some
little things that can make a huge difference

JW:

Since you are
breaking trail
in a relatively untravelled
area, can you talk about
one memorable tour where
you encountered wildlife,
etc.?
It
is
quite
common
to
see moose on the trail,
especially in the first
fifteen miles. Moose are
the scariest animal as far
as I am concerned. They
like to travel on our packed
sled trails and don’t like to
move off of them for a dog
team. Thankfully, we are
usually traveling during
government/daylight hours so we can see
moose well in advance and stop and hold our
teams until they decide to move on. Every so
often we’ll pass a small herd of caribou and
that is always exciting for dogs and humans.
Caribou give us a good burst of speed, but
aren’t nearly as aggressive or scary as moose
encounters. Thankfully, when the dogs get
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excited about wildlife they just run faster on
the trail, they don’t usually leave the trail to
chase after animals.
Sometimes when we are traveling below
Polychrome we will see Dall sheep on the
cliffs above us. Every so often we cross paths
with a porcupine, which is no fun for anyone.
When we stop at a cabin or campsite for the
night the dogs will often howl and we’ll hear
wolves or coyotes howling in reply. That is
always one of my favorite moments on the

always so magical to see all these white birds
fluttering against the steel gray or bright blue
winter skies. Unfortunately, I almost never
have my camera out for these moments as I
am usually gripping tight to the handlebar as
the dogs fly along in their excitement. I just
have to hold those moments in my memory.

JW:

What has been the most useful
piece of gear for your trips?

skis. We often have one kennels staff person
traveling on skis to set trail in front of the
dogs. The dogs can and will break trail no
problem, it just tends to be a bit more sinuous
and winding than a skier who can draw a
straight line and the dogs will happily follow
that. If we don’t need someone in front then
we will often have them skitow behind the
sleds or skijor with a dog while chasing the
teams.

Dog teams have brains and hearts and good judgement and can
really help rangers find their way in whiteouts and storms or
around open leads or bad ice on rivers whereas a snowmachine is
not going to help you with any of that.

NPS photo by Jen Raffaeli

trail. We have seen a few wolves when we are
out on the trail, but they usually keep their
distance from the dogs. Coyotes and foxes
are far more bold than wolves about coming
into camp to try to steal dinner from the dogs.
Flushing huge groups of ptarmigan out of the
willows is always a breathtaking moment as
the dogs get a huge burst of speed and it is

JR:

We do a lot of travel on river ice
for miles and miles. Often it is
perfectly polished glare ice and I am grateful
for our Kahtoola microspikes. They give a lot
more traction than anything else I have tried
and they are easy to pull on and off of our big
winter boots.
The other thing I really appreciate is our

JW:

With obvious advancements
in transportation, freighting
by dog team isn’t as prevalent as earlier,
but there still are some kennels that have
preserved these lines. Can you talk about the

Interview w/Jennifer Raffaeli cont'd on page 41
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vet check

puppies 101: birth to 5

months old

by Dawn Brown, DVM

This is an extremely comprehensive article
on whelping and raising pups until the 5
month mark from one of the best limited
class mushers in our sport, and not to mention, long-time veterinarian Dr. Dawn Brown,
DVM. It is hard not to walk away from this
article with new ideas for your next litter.
You will find:
• Tips for whelping
• Proper pen fortification/whelping box ideas
• Dew claws
• Weaning & dry food introduction
• Deworming
• Vaccinations
• Loose training (puppy walks!)
• Socialization tips

10 may/june
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arbage in, garbage out. This euphemism stands true
every step of the way in dog mushing. In terms of puppy
husbandry, there are no shortcuts.

Raising healthy, wel-adjusted, fit sled dogs starts the day they are born. and in
reality, long before that. Breeding healthy dogs that have achieved the highest levels
in your particular specialty is paramount, but that is a topic for another article.
Mom should be healthy, properly vaccinated and dewormed before the first breeding
occurs.
An area for whelping and raising the pups needs to addressed long before the
litter arrives. Sled dog pups are most often raised outdoors, so in cold climates both
the seasonal cycle of the sport as well as the weather dictate that most litters are
born in the spring and summer. If you are raising a litter indoors the weather ceases
to be a factor, but remember that puppies are very demanding of your time from
about 3 weeks of age up until the point they are incorporated into the main kennel.
Socialization, walks, and basic training will take time away from the training of your
adult dogs, so plan ahead. A well constructed kennel will keep the dam and litter
safe for the first few months of the puppies’ lives: be sure they have enough room to
romp and play. You can keep a litter of eight in a 10 x 10 foot kennel while they’re very
small but this will become far too crowded by the time they are 6 weeks old.
The floor of the pen ideally needs to be dig proof; I have buried wire that extends
two feet in from the edge of the pen. My pen has a roof on it; it keeps ravens and
larger birds of prey from taking advantage of a pup that has wandered out of the box.
Simple protections work just as well, like a spruce ridge pole with bird netting or a
tarp draped over it. Be sure the gate is sturdy and locks securely. Twelve week olds are
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going to hammer it pretty badly. I have a foot
panel under my gate that is about 16” high, it
is a huge help for keeping the little stinkers
in the pen when they are old enough to mob
their way out (and this allows me to teach “Get
back” early on). The foot panel is hinged so I
can open it, move in a wheelbarrow, or dog
house without a struggle. I also have a second
pen that has tether posts with dog houses that
can be used to split up a large group at eight
weeks; more importantly, this is going to be
hugely helpful for puppy education in a couple
of months.
Whelping boxes are watertight, with a high
enough barrier at the door to allow the Mom
to leave but keep the puppies from rolling or
being pushed out. I place a 2 x 4 board on the
bottom of the door that I can remove when
the pups are starting to walk around at 3-4
weeks; it makes it easier for them to get back
in once they can walk, but hard for them to
roll it when in it is place when they are very
young. Many people use a “pig rail” to help
prevent pups from being crushed accidently
when the mother lays down next the wall; it is

(ability to maintain a correct body from overheating because they cannot
temperature) for the first 10 to 14 days of life. thermoregulate hot temperatures either. Heat
You must be adequately prepared to keep lamps positioned such that pups have no way
the whelping box clean, warm and dry as to avoid it can be problematic. Pups can even
soon as they arrive. If you have a litter due to get into trouble with no heat sources on very
arrive in cold weather
(temperat ures
consistently
under
40F), raising them
outdoors is likely to
result in multiple
I start offering solid food at about 3 weeks. Small litters
puppy deaths. They
with dams producing a lot of milk are often not interested in it
are easily chilled,
(and are so fat the reason is pretty self evident). For big litters
with little strength to
where I am trying to get some of the stress off the mother, I
have been able to start feeding solid food a few days earlier.
save themselves, and
I use a high quality 30/20 dog food and soak it warm (not hot)
unless you are blessed
water until it is like wet oatmeal. Place it on an old baking
with an exceptionally
sheet or other large shallow pan, and put the puppies down
intense mother, it is
in the pan. They will usually wear more than they will ingest at
all too easy for a pup
first, but catch on quickly. I feed pups three times daily until
to be pushed too far
they are about 12 weeks old, then go to twice daily until they
from the “pile” to
go out in the big kennel at 5 months. Keep water out at all
survive it. Make plans
times, when freeze up comes I fill small pails with hot water
to whelp them in a
and keep changing them out. Poop scooping is twice daily at
warmer environment
the minimum.
indoors. After about
Signs of a pup in trouble are a thin empty stomach; one pup
will be located off to the side while all the others are in a pile,
two weeks their ability
excessive vocalization, or exceptionally quiet or still pups.
to
thermoregulate
A few of Mary Joyce's puppies pose for a
Frankly, it takes some experience to know what constitutes
improves, the pups
portrait. For more on Alaska's "Lucky Lady",
“too quiet” or “too noisy.” Normal pups experience “active
are stronger, and they
check out page 14. Photo from Alaska State
sleep,” during which they frequently twitch, jerk, or roll over.
Library, Mary Joyce Photo Collection, P459can handle being in
They squeak or grunt occasionally, even more so when lifted.
458
whelping box with
However, constant crying, or little response if lifted or moved
clean dry bedding
are signs of trouble. If you have a chilled pup, be sure to warm
outdoors
in
cool
it up before attempting to bottle feed them and be sure the
a 2 x 4 board that is nailed to the edge of the weather (this does
milk replacer is warm as well (you can test it on your wrist the
box 3” to 4” from the floor that gives the pup NOT mean they are
same as you would for a human infant).
room to escape. Sled dogs are amazingly good okay in a dog house
mothers, for the most part, compared to the at very cold temps,
dams of other breeds in terms of their level temps in the plus teens
of care and the low numbers of puppy losses Fahrenheit or colder
under less than ideal conditions. That said, do are still a big risk). Yes, I know, husky pups hot humid days. If you look in the box and
your best to make a safe area to ensure puppy have survived worse conditions than this on they are all spread out and panting, they are
survival. Position the box in the kennel so it is numerous occasions, but the fact remains that hot. If your litter is due during the high heat
in the shade during hot weather.
very young pups who are otherwise healthy of summer, keep a supply of “puppy icebergs”
Puppies have poor thermoregulation will (and do) die if chilled because they are (plastic milk jugs, filled half way with water
accidentally and frozen) to put in the box if necessary. On
pushed
to hot days you will see the pups moving toward,
the edge of and even adjacent to, these large ice cubes if
the pile in they are hot. They have the added value of
the cold.
being inexpensive and not a big threat to the
On
the mother should she decide to chew on one. It is
I begin deworming both the pups and the mother with pyrantel
pamoate at 2 weeks, and continue deworming weekly or biweekly for
other hand, also very helpful if the roof of your whelping
the first 4 months. I begin using fenbendazole when the pups are 6
I
have box can be elevated to allow hot air to escape.
weeks old, and use this in rotation with pyrantel, using the fenbendazole
seen
pups During hot spells (above about 80 F), watch
once every four weeks and pyrantel for the in-between weeks. I have
die
from for the telltale sign of pups spread apart from
had trouble with roundworm infestation in pups that are treated solely
the
exact each other, not in a huddle, and breathing
with pyrantel, and I am suspicious of drug resistance. In some areas,
o p p o s i t e fast. They are probably getting hot and the
coccidia can also be a problem; if your pups are having diarrhea in spite
p r o b l e m ; option of the icebergs near the edge of the box
of a good deworming regimen, bring a fecal sample to your vet to check
pups
die
for the protozoal parasite.

feeding

worming

VetCheck: Puppies 101 cont'd on next page
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VetCheck: Puppies 101 continued from previous page
is helpful. The same goes for supplemental heat sources; if they avoid
them, they are hot.

walking
Beginning at 6 weeks I start taking the pups for walks in
group, usually right before feeding time as the prospect of a
meal helps me herd them back together easily. These walks
are the baseline for teaching them to come when they are
called, which is crucial for the loose handling (loose dropping)
system I use later, when they become adults. Trying to teach
this to an older dog is possible but involves more risk.
Get a pocket full of small biscuits, sit down on the ground
a few feet from the pen door, call “Puppy, puppy, puppy”
and reward any who toddle onto your lap with affection and
little treats. A timid group may not get much farther than that
the first time out, a bold one will never give you a chance to
sit, you will have to keep moving and crouching down with
rewards to keep their attention on you. I don’t include the dam
on these walks as I want them to start focusing on me, not her.
The walks don’t have to be long, just a few minutes everyday
will do. If you are set up to walk them safely down your trail,
this is ideal as you are again making a foundation for their job
in life: a fun trip down the trail with their human.
Take care that they are kept safely away from adult dogs who
might accidentally hurt a pup with their tether; occasionally
some adults will predate on small pups as well.

after birth, and check at least two or three times daily to make sure
they have full bellies and are not too hot or cold, or wet or dirty. I have
never had problems bonding with pups later in life; on the other hand I
have seen dams get very upset by constant meddling. This is definitely
not the time to have a lot of visitors to see the newbies.
I remove dewclaws at three days of age. Even in my sprint dogs, the
problems that result from the rare occasions I am bootying a front
foot are not worth working with dewclaws. This can be done by your
veterinarian; if you have adequate training to do it properly yourself,
please do it out of earshot of the dam as the pups will vocalize and this
is incredible stressful to her. I usually will leave half the pups with the
dam while I work on the other half.
I start introducing collars and leashes to the pups on an individual
basis at about 8 to 10 weeks, letting the them drag the leash around
(usually in their mouths), then picking up the end and following the
puppy. I will let them get used to being restrained by the leash (let
them get to the end of it and feel it restrict them). This will usually
be met with some form of resistance (pulling backwards or freezing
in place). Crouch down and encourage the pup to move toward you
with your voice and a treat if necessary; the idea is to get them to
understand that the tension goes away when they move toward you.
At approximately twelve weeks, the next step is to get them used to
be tethered to a fixed object with minimal stress, as this will produce
some really high drama if you wait until the day they are moved to
regular kennel to hook them to a tether. Place some drop chains
around the edge of the pen where they are used to eating, and hook
each pup to chain while they are eating out of their own dish. Unhook
them immediately afterward. If you have a pup that wants to flop
around like a trout out of water rather than eat, work that puppy a
little more individually on leash outside the pen, getting used to being
restrained. Some pups will freeze and not eat. Typically this will last
at most perhaps one or two feedings before they realize that they

If you are set up to walk them safely down your trail, this is ideal as you are again
making a foundation for their job in life: a fun trip down the trail with their human.
Bedding choices all have their pros and cons. Whatever you use,
be prepared to change it frequently until the pups are big enough
to toddle out of the box to relieve themselves. During whelping, the
dam will produce a lot of fluids that require cleaning immediately
after whelping. Afterwards, she will clean (eat) the pups’ urine and
feces for the first 2+ weeks, but after that you will need to clean it out
completely every few days.
My personal preference for bedding is a mix of pine shavings and
a little clean straw. It is absorptive, easy to clean/replace and not too
dusty or a risk for tangling around little-bitty feet and necks. Blankets
are okay if the mother is used to them, they have no holes and you
have the means to wash them very frequently. However, sled dogs
are notorious for eating blankets, puppies can strangle themselves in
blankets with holes and they are easily pushed to the edge of the box.
I keep my interactions with the pups fairly minimal for the first
week of life; some dams will get stressed if you persist in handling
them, others don’t seem to mind. If your bitch is in the first group, and
most are, please respect her maternal instinct and just take a good
look two or three times per day to make sure everyone looks fat, dumb
and happy for the first week or so. I check for major birth defects (cleft
palate, large abdominal hernias, obvious physical abnormalities) soon
12 may/june
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are not in any danger. Most pups are so focused on the food that the
confinement is not a big deal, and it doesn’t last long. After a week of
this, I will leave them on the tether for a few minutes while I clean the
pen, then release them.
When they get to be closer to 16 weeks, I will leave them on an adult
type tether system at feeding time. This is when the “middle school”
pen comes into play. The tether is long enough that they can reach each
other to play without tangling (the tether ends come close but don’t
overlap; my whole adult kennel is set up this way). This is again done
at mealtime, leaving them on the tether for gradually longer periods of
time, perhaps an hour or two after eating. The dog house is pulled up
adjacent to the post so that they can’t get themselves wrapped around
it and panic. You can have the posts already installed in your puppy
pen for teaching this or use a second pen as I do; make sure the pups
are familiar with the second pen and have eaten meals comfortably
in there on multiple occasions before adding the newness of the
restraint. Don’t have other pups running loose in the pen at the same
time and agitating the restrained pups; either everyone is hooked up
or everyone is off. The time on the tether is when a pup begins to learn
their name, as up until now most things are done in groups or pairs.
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are giving food, affection, tidbits (anything
positive) so it sinks in that this word means
good thing for him. You can still deploy
“Puppy puppy puppy” when you need his
attention in the meantime.
This method of training is labor intensive
but pays off in a very big way. Pups that
are introduced to the adult kennel at
approximately five months old have already
figured out tethering and there is no shrieking
drama to deal with. Additionally, these pups
do not acquire the habit of barking endlessly
to get my attention. They will bark with the
adults during times of excitement (feeding
time, hook ups, moose, butterflies….), but on

the whole my kennel is not noisy
at all.
3/28/16
6:31 PM
Having the proper set up in the puppy pen
is critical to breaking this down into low
stress baby steps that make it easier for little
ones to understand. When they go into the
world of the big dogs, I can still take them
for walks in pairs to get their exercise, they
have already learned it, no big deal. This sets
them up for learning their work as sled dogs
very nicely, and I can accomplish a lot more
quickly with loose dogs than by having to
walk them one at a time by the collar every
time I need to move them from point A to
point B.
I will start taking them for short trips in a
vehicle starting at around 8 weeks. I’m a little

cautious about where I go with them, as I am
concerned about things like parvovirus until
they have completed their vaccines series at
16 weeks, but if you wait until 16 weeks to
start socializing them you will have missed
a very critical period in life for learning to
meet new things without fear. Vaccination
schedule was discussed in last issue of
Mushing (#169); I administer a DA2PP
vaccine at 6, 9, 12 and 16 weeks for pups. I
take two or three at a time in a crate or in the
dog hauler; we go for a short walks, hear new
sounds and meet new people, at least once
weekly during that 8 to 16 week age period. If
time allows I try to go more often than that.
Yes, this is a lot of work, but it pays off later
when you are on the road with them to a race
and they have done these baby steps to make
it less stressful. Garbage in, garbage out.
Dawn Brown, DVM is a veterinarian
at North Pole Veterinary Hospital and
maintains a small sprint kennel in Salcha,
AK. She is the current ISDRA Gold Medalist
of the 6-dog sled class.
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Mush like a (lucky) lady
Lodge owner, pilot, and dog musher, Mary Joyce was a true
adventurer. IN 1936, she Traveled 1,000 miles from Juneau to
Fairbanks by Dog Team.
By Helen Hegener

I

n the still-frontier Alaskan territory of the 1930’s most women
struggled to adapt to the harsh life of cold northern country, but a
few hardy individuals embraced the challenges of the Great Land
and met them squarely. One was Mary Joyce, an Alaskan adventurer
of the highest caliber. She owned and operated a remote lodge near
Juneau, became the first woman radio operator in the territory, and
flew her own bush plane. In later years, she joined Pan Alaska Airways
as a stewardess, settling in Juneau, where she worked as a nurse and
bought two popular local bars. She drove her dog team in Juneau’s
1959 statehood parade, and she cut the ribbon to inaugurate the very
first Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race in 1973.
Mary Joyce’s biggest claim to fame, besides her dauntless courage
in trying new adventures, was her 1936 dog team trip from her Taku
Lodge near Juneau, across the Coast Range and roughly up the route
of the current Cassiar and Alaska Highways, to Fairbanks - 1,000
miles away.
Mushing long distances was not an unusual activity in early Alaska,
and even epic trips by dog team were nothing new; there had been
many such adventures since the gold rush days. In 1905 Alaskan mail
carrier Eli Smith had taken his team from Nome to Washington, D.C.
on a $10,000 wager, and he not only won the bet, but he gave President
Roosevelt’s son Quentin a ride in his sled! Trapper Slim Williams
drove his team from Copper Center to Washington, D.C. in 1933, over
the route of the proposed Alaska Highway, to help promote the project.

14 may/june
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But mushing from seaside Juneau over the immense Coastal Range
and up the vast reaches of interior British Columbia and the Yukon to
Alaska was quite another adventure. And for a woman to make that
trek, alone except for hired local guides, was eminently newsworthy!
Mary Joyce came to Alaska aboard a private yacht owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Erie L. Smith, inheritors of the Smith-Corona fortune. Their
son, Leigh Hackley Smith, known as “Hack,” suffered from alcoholism
and other post-World War I health issues. His concerned parents
hired Mary Joyce, a registered nurse, to accompany them and care for
their son on a cruise along the Inside Passage in their private yacht,
the Stella Maris. During the voyage they visited a remote lodge only
accessible by air or water, built it in 1923 as a hunting and fishing camp
by Dr. Harry C. DeVighne, a physician with the Alaska-Juneau Gold
Mine. Twin Glacier Camp, located 40 miles south of Juneau on the
banks of the Taku River and between two glaciers, was purchased as a
second home for the Smith family. “Hack” Smith decided to stay when
the Stella Maris sailed south, and Mary Joyce stayed to take care of
housekeeping and nursing duties. When their son died unexpectedly
in 1934, the Smiths deeded the extensive camp to Mary Joyce, who
renamed it the Taku Glacier Lodge.
Mary and Hack had raised and trained huskies for exploring, for
freighting supplies and building materials, and for their guests’
entertainment. In 1935, a year after Hack’s passing, Mary was invited
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to participate in the 1936 Fairbanks Ice
Carnival, and, always ready for an adventure,
in December 1935, she left her Taku Glacier
Lodge with a five dog team, bound for
Fairbanks, 1,000 miles away. She hired
local Native guides for different sections
of the journey, accompanying a
Native group headed for Atlin,
British Columbia on the first leg,
then following the White Pass and
Yukon Route railroad tracks from
Carcross to Whitehorse, skirting
the south side of the great Kluane
Lake, and continuing west to
Alaska. National media reported
on her adventure, emphasizing the
great distance, primitive trails,
lack of communication, and bitter -60º F
temperatures encountered.
At Tulsequah, near the beginning of the trip,
the small party crossed the nearly frozen Taku
River. Journaling as she traveled, Joyce wrote
about her guide: “Chocak Lagoose scolded his

sons and made them put boughs over holes
so I could not see the water underneath while
crossing. ‘White Lady plenty scared.’ Crossed
on my hands and knees and dogs followed
like soldiers. Crossed upper Taku and another
place over rapids on huge cakes of ice three

that adventure, and it wasn’t until a week
later that she reached the “most hazardous”
part of the trip, between Burwash Landing
and Tanana Crossing, following the Kluane
River in temperatures reaching sixty degrees
below zero. In order to arrive at the Festival in
time, Mary Joyce secured her team
at a roadhouse and flew the last leg
to Fairbanks, where the mayor of
Fairbanks awarded her a Silver Cup
and the rare “Honorary Member”
title from the Pioneers of Alaska.
She then returned to her dog team
and completed her epic trip after the
festival, arriving on March 26, 1936.
The Fairbanks Daily News-Miner
reported on her arrival: “Bronzed
by the blazing spring sun reflected from
measureless realms of snow, tanned by winds
and weathers of all sorts, yet with light heart
and buoyant step, Mary Joyce, courageous
27-year-old musher, made her triumphant
entry into Fairbanks completing a journey of
some 1,000 miles by dog team and hanging

“It’s nothing . . .
Most Alaska women
can take care of
themselves.”
feet apart helped by sweepers and snags. Put
chain on Tip (lead dog) and each dog fell into
water, pulled them out on another cake of ice.
In places, just room for sled on ice cakes with
water leaping over and gurgling underneath.”
Mary’s journey had barely begun with

Mary Joyce, on the right, and her dog team at Weeks Field in Fairbanks, AK in 1936 at the end of their journey from Juneau, AK. Photo from Alaska State Library, Alaska Transportation Museum Photo Collection, P46-565

Mush like a (lucky) lady cont'd on next page
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Mush like a (lucky) lady cont'd from previous page
up a record seldom if ever before reached in
a woman’s world of achievement. ‘I wanted to
see the country and experience some of the
things the old-timers did,’ she told reporters.
‘I just wanted to see if I could do it.’”
During World War II Mary Joyce’s
knowledge of the remote back-country led to
her becoming a consultant for construction of
the northern stretches of the Alaska Highway,
where she’d driven her dog team less than ten
years before. She was also the first woman
radio operator in the territory, and was hired
to haul radio equipment by dog team for the
Navy as it built up defensive locations. She
taught survival skills to troops, and helped
develop a new air route from New York to
Fairbanks. In an Associated Press article,
“Alaska Woman Could Give Soldiers Lessons
in Defense,” she was quoted: “It’s nothing
. . . Most Alaska women can take care of
themselves.”
One of the first female pilots in Juneau,
and a certified nurse, Mary Joyce spent two
years as a flight attendant for Pacific Alaska
Airways, a subsidiary of Pan American

Airways, traveling the routes between Alaska,
Washington, and Montana. In the 1940’s
Mary Joyce sold her beloved Taku Glacier
Lodge and moved to Juneau. She was a nurse
at a local hospital and later purchased the Top
Hat and Lucky Lady saloons.
There is a photo of Mary Joyce and her dog
team gaily leading the statehood parade in
Juneau in 1959, and she was selected to cut
the ribbon for the first Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race, from Anchorage to Nome, in March
1973. She also appeared in a Hollywood
movie, “Orphans of the North,” (1940) about
two orphaned bear cubs, an orphaned girl
and a sourdough miner in Alaska.
Mary kept a journal of her dogsled trip that
was published in 2007 with the title,“Mary
Joyce, Taku to Fairbanks, 1,000 Miles by
Dogteam,” by her cousin, Mary Anne Greiner,
who wrote glowingly of Mary for the back
cover: “She was the first white person over a
portion of the trail which later became part
of the Alcan Highway. Her narrative and
descriptions of Alaska’s people, dogteams,
vast landscapes and dangers encountered on
the trail are wrapped in her wry humor and
perspectives of the 30’s. Mary was a nurse who

Mary Joyce and her dog team lead the Fourth of July Parade in 1959 in Juneau, AK. Photo from Alaska
State Library, R.N. DeArmond Photo Collection, P258-I-BookB-48-04

moved to Alaska to the Taku Lodge in 1930
aboard a yacht, which also carried lavender
bathroom fixtures and a cow. She was a
pilot, a stewardess, a musher, a homesteader,
a movie actress, a territorial government
candidate, and more…and so loved her
adopted Alaska. The author, a relative, has
included the adventures and photos of her life
from the family farm in Baraboo, Wisconsin
where she was born until her death in 1976
in Juneau. Mostly all of Mary’s clippings,
photos and writings have been donated to the
‘Mary Joyce Collection’ in the State of Alaska
Library Historical Collections and the Juneau
Douglas Museum.”
Mary’s adventures are also described in
“Women Pilots of Alaska: 37 Interviews and
Profiles,” by Sandi Sumner; and “TAKU: Four
Amazing Individuals-Four Incredible Life
Stories and The Alaskan Wilderness Lodge
That Brought Them Together,” by Karen Bell
and Janet Shelfer; the history of Mary Joyce’s
beautiful Taku Glacier Lodge, detailed in the
second book, is every bit as as fascinating as
Mary’s epic dog team journey from Juneau to
Fairbanks.
Helen Hegener is the author of a dozen
books on Alaska, including “The First
Iditarod,” “Alaskan Roadhouses,” and
“Alaskan Sled Dog Tales.” Her website is
northernlightmedia.com
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by Jake Witkop

I

tips & tricks

x

Teach puppies to like their collars and tethers!

Obviously we know that these guys eventually, and depending on
the dog, rather quickly get used to being on a leash, in harness, or
tied up in the dog yard...but is there a way to lessen the distress of
these youngsters as they are first put into collar and leash, or chain?
One method I’ve seen that is intuitive and fosters a positive
experience for puppies is to use drop chains attached to collars (ones
that snap together work best) when treating and/or feeding.
Start by snapping the drop chain, with a collar attached, low on a
companies
to transported
son and James bays. During the late 19th with one of the transportation
fence and
call the puppy
over to you. by dog team along the full
length
of the
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Lake
Benwasthe
particularly
and early 20th centuries, successive pieces deliver the winter mail. This
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pounds
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theletter
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British Columbia became to Dawson City.
When the pup is done eating, pet him or her and give praise (or
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first and
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a province of Canada in 1871 but prior to
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for junk
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ny known as the Colony of British Columbia. stampeders, governments You
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this mail,
process
during
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time
With the creation of new countries, colonies, establish jurisdiction over their territory. This when the sternwheelers were in operation.
they will quickly make the positive association between getting collaredprovinces and territories came government was true of the Fraser River and Cariboo There was significant co-operation and coand-tethered and getting fed. This will make their first time tethered in
responsibility for the delivery of essential ser- Gold Rushes in the Colony of British Colum- ordination between the Canadian and the
the dog yard nothing new. In fact, some puppies get excited to be hooked
vices. Prime among these was the establish- bia and the Klondike Gold Rush in both the U.S. postal services, and in the early days,
to their chain!
Yukon and Alaska Territories. A fascinating the private freighters as well.
ment of postal services.
If you are worried about them losing their fierce appetite from lack
In 2011, Canada Post is paying tribute
Using British Columbia as an example, look at the evolution of the delivery of the
of competition, mix up your routine- do this a few days a week. While
the early delivery of mail was through the winter mail took place during the Klondike to this wonderful rich history with the prothis opens up a new can of worms, how to instill good appetite in your
fur trading companies (after 1821, only Gold Rush, going back as far as 1893. In duction of a special stamp to be released
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for the delivery of mail by private contrac- and transportation crossroads. The Canadi- is issued on May 13, 2011, itewill be pos- aw

f you have been around a puppy the first time they are snapped into
a collar, put on a leash, or tethered in the dog yard, it can be a tragic
moment for them. I can’t blame them either, they have never felt such
restraint and all of a sudden they are getting pulled around by this loop
that is around their neck!

V
D
their dinner and usually (depending on how food motivated they are) we put their
see "the Canada
how
Post her
tors by the Colonial government. In reality, an government also ensured that the North- sible to purchase by visiting
r
o
f
collars on and they sit patiently and wait for us to dish out their meal.
10
ins
it was a continuation of what had been in west Mounted Police as well as a group sol- website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting
page , DVM tra collar
n
place before colonialization. When British diers known as the Yukon Field Force were (English) or www.postescanada.ca/collecBrow to handle ing.
be posted ron
Columbia became a province in 1871, the present to protect sovereignty, to collect du- tion (French). Information will
ain
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pups etheor
federal government assumed responsibility ties and as it turned out, to sort and deliver the website about purchasingdon-line
t
an persons may
for mail delivery, but they essentially built on the mail. It seemed like in the early days, phone. In Canada interested
Got a Tip or a Trick you'd like to share?
the already-established network of post of- any federal government employee qualified go to their local post office. It might not be
Have an innovation that can help other mushers? We would love to hear about it! Send your photos,
a bad idea to go early and ask the local
fices and private contractors. Among these to become a postmaster.
instructions, required materials and tools, etc. by mail, email, or message us on Facebook. Contact
These early days of mail delivery in the officials to order as many of the stamps and
contractors were a certain number of dog
info located inside front cover of magazine.
mushers who would either contract directly Kondike were chaotic and remarkable at first day covers as you will need. •
with the government or would sub-contract the same time. Huge volumes of mail were
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race
wrap-up

Iditarod 2016
story and photos by Sebastian Schnuelle

Farewell Burn outside of Rohn Checkpoint.

L

ooking back into Iditarod history, a few great mushers carved
out their own era of dominance: five-time Champion Rick
Swenson in the early 80’s; Susan Butcher in the late 80’s; the
trio of Martin Buser, Jeff King, and Doug Swingley in the 90’s; and
the incredible “comeback kid” Lance Mackey in the late 2000’s. Now
it is the Seavey family who reign; they’ve won the past 5 races, notably
taking 1st and 2nd two years in row. Dallas won four of the last five,
edging out his father Mitch in 2015 and 2016.
The front of the pack is usually tightly contested. Currently, both
Seaveys seem to be in a league of their own. In last year’s race, they
separated themselves from 3rd place finisher Aliy Zirkle by more than
6 hrs. Aliy has been the next highest placing musher to a Seavey in the
last four out of five years, with three 2nd place finishes (2012-2014)
and a 3rd place finish (2016). Who and when somebody breaks that
“Seavey streak” will be the paramount question this year, and maybe
for a few more years to come.
Almost as recurrent a trend as the “Seavey streak” is the lack of
snow. For a 3rd consecutive winter, snowfall over much of the Iditarod
trail was far below average. Anchorage was green leading up to the
ceremonial start, which itself had to be shortened from the usually
11 mile course through downtown to just over 3 miles. Luckily the
weather gods had a little more mercy in 2016 -- unlike the 2015 race,
where it rained at the ceremonial start, it snowed this year, the evening
before race day. The following day, while driving up to Willow for the
restart, the ditches were brown; there was no snow to be seen until
just before Willow, where the conditions were decent.
During the first few days of the race, it was a big challenge for the
mushers to slow down their teams, for the following reasons:
• the chosen 16 race dogs were highly motivated because they
most likely were resting in the dog truck leading up to the race
(mushers are busy with driver meetings, public engagements,
etc.);
• few mushers ran 16 dogs routinely in training, especially this
year, when snow conditions were too poor to assure safe running

Who and when somebody
breaks that “Seavey streak”
will be the paramount question
this year, and maybe for a few
more years to come.
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in a large string
the trails this year were lightly snow-covered with glazed, icy
surface underneath making the trail really fast. Hence, many
mushers had both feet on either their drag mat or brake bar.
The much-debated cabooses used to haul dogs (and give them rest)
sure came in handy to take some of that pulling power away. There
were many teams passing me on the Yentna River where I counted
anywhere from 12 to 14 dogs (with the additional 2 to 4 dogs getting
a ride).
In the stretch to the first checkpoint of Yentna, runtimes varied
greatly from 3.30 to 4.30 (editor’s note: 3.30 = 3 hours and 30
minutes, 4.07 = 4 hours and 7 minutes). Notably, Dallas (4.07) and
Aliy (4.13) ran their teams very conservatively. Of the faster teams -Scott Janssen 3.38, Paul Gebhard 3.25, Ketil Reitan 3.45, Hugh Neff
3.41, Lisbet Norris 3.44, Martin Buser 3.36 -- few were found in the
higher standings later in the race. In fact, a few high placing teams,
including Wade Marrs (1.13) and Joar Leifseth Ulsom (1.04), actually
rested in Yentna for more than one hour.
The trail remained fast all the way to Skwentna. Only on the way
to Finger Lake did the snow conditions soften and turn more normal.
Many teams did not stop in Skwentna and instead opted to camp
out. There were a lot of wide open spaces to camp, with plenty of
snowmachine trails to get a team far enough off the main trail for
some rest.
A few mushers made an early surge. This year, recent Yukon Quest
champion, Hugh Neff, and Nicolas Petit ran nonstop to Finger Lake.
They both arrived about 3.5 hours before the next musher and Nicolas
only stayed a short 44 minutes before continuing to Rainy Pass. The
snow was deep in this section of the trail and the Happy River Steps
were not nearly as gnarly as in other years. Nicolas was running a
young team, and might have wanted to run off some of their steam, as
he then took a nice long 6 hour rest in Rainy Pass.
Most other teams arrived in Rainy Pass at more traditional times -mid-to-late morning. This lets teams rest through the heat of the day;
but getting quality rest is not easy in Rainy Pass, with the constant
roaring of the plans packed with race fans arriving. Teams that park
on the shore side of Puntilla Lake get a little further away from the
noise than the teams on the runway side. I watched Hugh Neff zigzagging his team through the parked planes when he blew through
the checkpoint.
Next up was the dreaded Dalzell Gorge. The lower part of the gorge
had huge chunks of ice, towering 4 to 6 feet high on both sides of the
trail; at some point during the winter, the river must have dammed
•
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up, then let loose, possibly during the strong
Alaskan Earthquake in late January (the
same weekend as the Northern Lights 300
Dog Sled Race). There was a lot of talk about
how much work the trail crew did on this
section of trail -- and their work was amazing.
The teams arriving in Rohn reported that
the trail was challenging, yet manageable.
Hugh Neff was the first team to arrive, by
several hours. Leaving Rohn the teams
traveled through a burned area, most of the
way to Egypt mountain. In 2014 this section
felt like hell and back, with no snow and only
rocks and roots. Once again, a lot of work had
been put into this section before the race;
heavy equipment was flown out during the
summer and crews worked for several weeks.
There was a little more snow this year than in
2014, or better said, conditions consisted of
icy patches with the main obstacles removed.
Rumor had it that the trail bypassed the
infamous Post River Glacier, but this was
untrue as there was next to no glaciation this
year.
By Bison Camp, which is roughly 35 miles
from Rohn and 40 miles from Nikolai, the
trail was hard-packed snow/ice-covered
again. In general, the trail conditions were
much better than most mushers had feared.
During this stretch of the Iditarod, I usually
do not see a lot of teams because I try to get
far ahead of them, because it is difficult to
pass teams.
To this point most mushers ran a

traditional schedule, either stopping in Rohn
(and then doing one long run to Nikolai) or
skipping Rohn and stopping near the Post
River (breaking it into two more or less equal
runs from Rainy Pass). An added bonus is
the availability of running water in the Post
River, versus a long hike to a water hole in
Rohn. Four-time Champion Lance Mackey
led the pack on his way out of Rohn, followed
by Dallas, Aliy, and Mitch an hour later.
In Nikolai a few teams tried a new routine.
Both Brent Sass and Noah Burmeister arrived
mid-morning and only stayed a couple of
minutes before continuing down the trail.
Going through Nikolai has been done in the
past -- years ago Martin Buser would camp
at Salmon river 20 miles before town and
then continue on -- but leaving Nikolai well
before noon has seldom been done. Both
mushers picked nice camping spots when
I passed them on the trail. Brent was deep
asleep in his sleeping bag; he had not stayed
in a checkpoint since he started the race, and
would not do so, until taking his 24 hour
layover in Ophir. Noah Burmeister, on the
other hand, was quite happy for an afternoon
chat. Temperatures were not far below
freezing. Camping out there was pleasant.
The Kuskokwim River had very little snow,
often surfaced with bare ice or sand bars.
The low snow conditions made for fast travel
times. Joar Leifseth Ulsom flew from Rohn
to Nikolai in 8.32 and Nicolas Petit and Jeff
King took 5.18 and 5.16 respectively to reach

McGrath. Noticeably, Jeff King was many
hours off the front of the pack by this point in
the race. He was resting between 5.5 to over
6 hours in the previous checkpoints -- rather
long by today's racing standards.
By Nikolai, the first mushers took their 24
hour layover, in most cases, due to unplanned
circumstances: Matt Failor injured his leg
while using a knife, Hugh Neff realized the
early fast pace paid its toll on his team, and
Mike Williams Jr.'s team picked up a virus
earlier in the race. Several teams, especially
in the back of the pack, were plagued by the
same virus and front-runner hopeful, Hans
Gatt, scratched from the race in Nikolai due to
a sick dog team. Several mushers themselves
were also battling the flu, including defending
Champion Dallas Seavey, who came 1st into
McGrath to collect the Pen Air Spirit of the
North Award, and Wade Marrs, who was the
3rd team to arrive. It was there that Wade
declared his 24 hour layover, happy to get
some rest himself to “shake the crud”.
In deep snow years, the trail to Takotna can
have a lot of moguls. This was not so in 2016.
Travel times were fast; teams were doing it
in just over 2 hours. Dallas Seavey stopped
in Nikolai and Noah Burmeister stopped in
Takotna, indicating that both teams were
pretty much committed to go beyond Ophir
for their 24 hour layover.
The 24 hour layover checkpoints would

Iditarod contined on next page

Noah Burmeister travels through the Alaska Range.
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patches of overflow all would keep
the mushers from falling asleep
for sure. Jeff King was camped
out next to the Carlson Crossing
cabin and did not seem in a very
talkative mood. A whole different
story was Lance Mackey, who was
parked about 12 miles farther down
the trail. We chatted for a while.
Lance said, “It is nice to be back
in the front of the race“, yet he was
concerned with the health of his
Pete Kaiser crosses Golovin Bay.
team, mainly due to some harness
rub and several dogs not eating
right. Little did I know, that this
Iditarod contined from previous page
would be the last time I would see
him
during
Iditarod 2016.
stretch out all the way from Nikolai, to
Upon
leaving
his camping spot, he decided
McGrath, Takotna, a very traditional spot
to
turn
his
team
around, go back to the
with great services. Mitch pointed out, “you
Carlson
Crossing
cabin, rest some more
can never go wrong with 24ing in Takotna”)
before
going
all
the
way back to Ophir and
to Ophir, Cripple, and Ruby (Jeff King pushed
taking
his
24
hr
layover.
He would pull out
all the way there). He seems to like a nice
of
the
race
completely
in
Galena
several days
5-course gourmet meal sponsored by the
later
with
battling
an
infection
himself.
Lakefront Hotel. Takotna had fewer teams
The tent (and by now cabin) city of Cripple
24ing there than in the past.
has
developed into a relatively comfortable
While I snowmachined through Ophir,
checkpoint.
The kitchen crew is hard to beat
there were 9 mushers taking their 24 hr
and
moderate
temperatures made Cripple
layover there. Sleeping accommodations in
a
good
spot
to
take
a 24 hr layover in 2016.
Ophir get tight, with only one tent available
Dallas
Seavey
collected
the GCI Dorothy
to mushers. Two of the Norwegian Teams I
G.
Page
Halfway
award.
The
sound of gold
talked to in Ophir were not happy campers.
nuggets
is
always
nice.
Noah
Burmeister
was
Sigrid Ekran had dropped several of her key
about
3
hrs
behind
Dallas,
followed
an
hour
dogs and Ketil Reitan was down to 9 dogs,
before the halfway point of the race. Cym later by 2 x Champion Robert Sorlie.
A few teams had done crazy long runs, like
Smyth also mentioned how difficult it was to
Kelly
Maixner going nonstop from McGrath to
manage his team with the virus going around,
Cripple
in 16 plus hours. Of course everybody
while a few teams over, Scott Smith was on
was
pouring
over the stat sheets, trying to
the run of his life.
calculate
when
the teams would pass through
The trail past Ophir can be a highway - not
the
checkpoint
and who would be in lead by
so in 2016. Very little snow and the ride was
that
time.
Teams
were leap-frogging for the
everything but pleasant: bumpy, snowless,

lead, running different schedules. Aliy Zirkle
for example usually schedules three runs
from Takotna. She camps en route to Cripple,
camps again before Ruby, and then runs all
the way to Galena. Mitch Seavey ran in 4 runs
from Takotna to Ruby, resting twice very
short on the trail, and stopping in Cripple.
It was becoming clear that Brent Sass
would be a team to watch. He pulled through
Cripple many hours before any other team
was allowed to leave, and camped 8 miles
past the checkpoint. Brent would continue to
camp out and not stop in any checkpoint until
Nulato. He had picked a beautiful spot to rest.
He seemed very content sitting by the fire,
watching over his sleeping dog team. Teams
like Jessie Royer ran a traditional schedule
in 3 runs from Takotna to Ruby, camping
out twice. Dallas Seavey did one long run to
Ruby and immediately taking his 8 hr layover
there.
In Ruby, Brent Sass was the first team
to leave, many hours ahead of his nearest
competition again, only to camp out about
10 miles down the trail on the banks of the
Yukon River. Conditions were perfect–calm
and slightly overcast with mild temperatures.
The Yukon River, same as the Kuskokwim
River earlier, had very low snow cover and
a few gravel and sand bars for the teams to
cross. On the upside, that meant no deep
windblown trail, if the wind would pick
up. Aliy Zirkle was the 1st team to arrive in
Galena at 10:46 a.m. That is pretty much
perfect timing to shut the team down through
the heat of the day for an 8 hr layover. The sun
was out in full force. Brent only came about
one hour later and did not stay. Surprisingly
he did not pack any straw either. Until this
point Brent had well avoided running through

Aliy Zirkles camps out with her team on Norton Sound.
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the heat of the day.
In Galena, the trail left its traditional
river route and did a detour through
sloughs and portages to Nulato, as the
Yukon River had open water near Bishop
Rock. Information about the lengths of
that detour varied greatly. One thing was
certain, it was longer than normal. It was
beautiful new country we traveled through
and to my surprise Brent ran all the way
straight through the heat of the day to
Nulato. He was pretty self critical upon
his arrival there at 7.45 p.m. His runtime
would be a whopping 1.5 hrs slower on 58
miles than Dallas Seavey, who left Galena
at 8.30 p.m. Brent received a grand
reception in Nulato, the whole town and
especially the school children came out to
greet him.
Throughout the night the energy went
from sky high to rock bottom, after
Aliy Zirkle and Jeff King arrived in the
checkpoint and both reported being
attacked by a snowmachiner. Confusion
all around, though, race Judge Karen
Ramstead kept a very level head in this
difficult situation. Jeff King brought in a
piece of snowmachine cowling from the
machine that hit his team, injured several
dogs, and killed Nash. The cowling belonged
to a white Ski-Doo Tundra and the local
Village Public Safety Officer said there was
only one machine with that color in Nulato
and one in Koyukuk. He went to the house
of Arnold Demoski, who owned the white
Tundra in Nulato and found the machine in
his driveway, missing the piece of cowling.
That was disturbing news to the villagers,
on the other hand it seemed likely that no
further incidents would follow throughout the
night, as this was the biggest worry at
the time, with many teams en route
from Galena to Nulato. Both Aliy
and Jeff regrouped amazingly well
and continued their race. Jeff, after
completing his 8hr layover, dropped 4
dogs, and Aliy stayed only 4 hrs and
dropped 1 dog.
Brent Sass left Nulato in 1st,
followed one minute later by Mitch
Seavey, who rested for a short rest
(2hrs) en route to Nulato. Despite
Brent coming off his 8 hour layover
Mitch passed him, arriving about 30
minutes before Brent in Kaltag. His
efforts earned him the Bristol Bay
Native Corporation Fish First Award
accompanied by a $2,000 check. This

Dallas Seavey's team in Nickolai.
was a sign about what was going to come in
the last third of the race.
The Yukon River was hard and fast all the
way this year. Mitch had not taken his 8 hr
layover yet, so he was due for a long rest.
Neither Brent, Aily nor Dallas stopped in
Kaltag. Surprisingly Dallas was dropping
more dogs than the teams around him,
leaving Kaltag with only 10 dogs, versus 14 for
both Aliy and Brent. Another team emerging
in the front pack was Wade Marrs, who stayed
for 4 hrs in Kaltag. Both him and Mitch were
the only 2 teams of the current Top 10 to stop
there. Brent ran to Tripod flats cabin and had
a beautiful camp spot out of the wind and
access to an open creek to get water for his
team. Dallas’ camp location wasn’t totally
sheltered from the wind. Aliy had picked a
spot on a little rise, she was trying to catch
some shut eye, while some camera teams
were looking on.
The closer the teams ran to Unalakleet, the
less snow covered the trail (see pic on page
22). The Unalakleet River was more or less
glare ice and many trail markers had already
blown away or were run over by snowmachine
traffic…. Follow the river…. with a few short
overland portages. Brent was the first team to
arrive, claiming the Wells Fargo Gold Coast
award, $3,500 in gold nuggets.
Run schedules continued to vary. Brent

rested the longest on the trail, and even Mitch
Seavey, despite coming off his 8 hr layover
in Kaltag, stopped en route for a short 2 hrs
again. Mitch pulled a twist in Unalakleet and
left right away in 1st place. That got the other
teams moving and he was closely followed
by Dallas, Brent and Aily. Wade Marrs, who
was the only team in the current Top 5 to
run straight to the Bering Coast from Kaltag,
followed in 5th place.
The trail through the Blueberry Hills had
little snow. It consisted of mostly just a ribbon
of ice in the Tundra, followed by glare ice when
the teams left the hills. Mitch and Dallas had
much faster runs, staying both under 5 hrs,
than Brent and Aliy. Peter Kaiser was running
in 6th place and moving right along too. With
Mitch Seavey not stopping in Unalakleet, he
was due for a rest, whereas the other 3 teams
all kept moving. The coast is a true testament
of will power and sleep deprivation is now the
major factor facing mushers. Take Mitch as an
example: He stopped for 2 hours en route to
Unalakleet, ran straight through Unalakleet
to Shaktoolik. Resting less than 3 hours in
Shak. This short of a rest doesn’t allow for
sleep. Wade Marrs was also turning on the
heat and pulled the hook after enjoying 2
hours of Shaktoolik hospitality.
Little did Mitch know, that he would also

Iditarod contined on next page
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The trail to Unalakleet.
Iditarod contined from previous page
get no rest in Koyuk, or maybe he did… When
Dallas passed me a few miles outside of the
checkpoint he said “my dad is really going to
hate me in about 10 minutes”, hinting that he
would not stop in Koyuk. They arrived within
2 minutes, packed their sleds side by side and
left less than 15 minutes after they arrived.
They ran into a beautiful sunset along the
Bering Sea Coast. Those were calm and
picture-perfect conditions. Brent had arrived
1st into Koyuk and was looking on as both
teams passed through. He was now faced
with the tough decision of either chasing or to
concede and take a longer break. He opted for
the former and stayed less than 3 hrs.

22 may/june
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Aliy Zirkle did not waste any time in Koyuk
either. She also did not stop in Shaktoolik and
was camped out on the sea ice, in a rather
breezy spot. The following teams of Wade
Marrs, Pete Kaiser, Noah Burmeister, and
Joar Leifseth Ulsom all took longer breaks in
Koyuk. Long being relative, with all of them
staying less than 5 hrs. At least in that type
of stop, the mushers can get a couple of hours
of shut eye.
There is a shelter cabin about 2 hrs past
Koyuk and it had smoke coming out of the
chimney as some locals from Elim had
snowmachined over. Dallas and Mitch
stopped for a short 2 hrs, which allowed Brent
Sass to catch up to the father and son duo.

The trail into Elim was different than in the
past, going more inland, most likely due to
shoreline erosion. None of the top 3 mushers
were stopping in Elim.
The chase was on. Brent was faced with a
tough run all the way from Unalakleet, with
only 2hrs and 43 minutes of rest, to White
Mountain. Ramey Smyth had done the same
thing back in 2011 while chasing John Baker
for a championship. Both Dallas and Mitch
had stopped twice instead of once.
Aliy Zirkle had fallen about 4 hrs off pace
and so it was not surprising to see her pull
over in Elim. Yet with a strong pack chasing
her, all she could afford was 1.5 hrs. Both
her and Wade Marrs had the checkpoint all
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to themselves as they each came and left
before the next team. Pete Kaiser missed
Wade Marrs by a mere 3 minutes. Next Joar
missed seeing Pete Kaiser by half an hour,
Noah Burmeister trailing Joar by 20 minutes.
Each team did not stay long, just long enough
for a quick snack, a set of new booties before
hitting the trail again. Ralph Johannessen
used his chance to pass Nicolas Petit while he
was resting for 1hr and 40 minutes in Elim,
only to be re-passed by Nicolas en route to
White Mountain. This shows you how tight
the Iditarod is at the end of the race.
After descending Little McKinley, Golovin
Bay had very little snow. Luckily the wind was
relatively calm.
By White Mountain both Dallas and Mitch
had themselves well separated from Brent
Sass, running 1.5 hrs faster. All 3 teams
arrived mid-morning and that set them up
for a nice rest through the warmest part of
the day. Dallas had a very fast runtime of
5 hrs and 37 minutes, despite driving the
smallest team, or maybe because of driving
the smallest team, with having no extra dogs
to care for. He ended up dropping two more
dogs (down to 7 dogs for the last run), Mitch
with 10, and Brent with 9.
The top 3 seemed to be decided. Almost.

Brent ran into trouble upon attempting
to leave the checkpoint. His dogs would
not leave, he tried walking them for a few
hundred yards. After having a talk with race
Judge Karen Ramstead, he realized his only
option was to return to the checkpoint. This
opened up 3rd place for Aliy Zirkle, 4th place
for Wade Marrs and 5th place for Pete Kaiser.
Of course there could be many other stories
told about Iditarod 2016. Many rookies
fulfilled their goal
of reaching the
burled arch in
Nome, Geir Idar
Hjelvik was the
first rookie to do so
in 26th place. Many
dreams have been
crushed along the
way, a total of 14
mushers had to pull
out early, some of
them not making
it for the 4th or
5th time in a row. •

Note from Sebastian:
While staying with the front of the pack,
I got to see about the first 20 teams from
the halfway point on. Passing teams is
challenging in many spots of the trail. I
have to choose wisely when and where to
travel. Internet and phone availability was
important for me and my race coverage
and both are non existent in-between
checkpoints.

The author refueling at the full-service Cripple Checkpoint.

YOU SPEND A LOT OF TIME & EFFORT TRAINING YOUR TEAM. WHY LEAVE THEIR NUTRITION TO CHANCE?

OPTIMIZE
THEIR
POTENTIAL!
ANNAMAET HAS BEEN STUDYING WORKING DOGS FOR OVER 30 YEARS!

Made with human grade chicken, salmon,
or buffalo, our products are GMO free.
Chelated minerals & optimum levels of
Omega 3 fatty acids support the immune
system.
L-carnitine helps maintain lean muscle
mass & increases fat metabolism.

Reward your team with Annamaet’s
Canine Companion Treats!

You don’t have to be out-fed
with our supplement line!

Visit annamaet.com to see our complete product line
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beginner basics

Conformation:
Good Form, Good Function
Part 1 of 2-part series

By Miki & Julie Collins with Pat Hastings

While a limited-mileage,
low-speed beginner
musher may not need
to know much about
conformation, anyone
interested in longcareered dogs suited
for specific purposes
should learn about
conformation: how form
affects both function
and durability. Most of us
appreciate fast, powerful,
smooth-gaited, injuryresistant dogs with great
stamina. Conformation
makes them that way.

Our Junebug demonstrates a stacked position,
with
-her chin parallel to the ground (Line A),
-her hind pasterns vertical (Line B), and
-her front legs as vertical from elbow to wrist as
we could get them (Line C).
Pat Hastings’ response to this photo was “I really
like this dog!” As required for a good build,
Junebug’s head is completely in front of Line C
and above Line D. “Great prosternum” (it forms
a prominent bump for good muscle attachment
and sits at Line E, which bisects the chest). “Great
upper arm” (good length and slope, bringing the
elbow back well under the body, and would look
even better if the foot was moved back a halfinch to make the leg properly vertical). “Really
like her rear” (Line F, dropping vertically from the
point of the butt, lands right at her toes).

<
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Beginner Basics continued from previous page

W

hen canine conformation expert
Pat Hastings evaluated the sled
dogs at Denali National Park in
October 2014, we were delighted to be invited
by kennel manager Jen Raffaeli. Being fans
of Pat’s Puppy Puzzle video and her book
Structure in Action: The Makings of a
Durable Dog, we knew her knowledge, based
on 50 years of studying the conformation of
working and show dogs, would prove valuable
to mushers. Even though we missed most
of the evaluations (being busy hauling our
moose meat out from the swamps), the videos
Jen shared were enlightening. We gained
further insights from Donna Gates, who also
participated in the evaluations and who has

you don’t like his back, and quite another
to know why, what caused the deficiency,
and breakdowns that can result. Pat has
evaluated literally tens of thousands of dogs,
and the method she developed helps us
objectively evaluate the working parts of a
sled dog.
Most mushers run dogs bred not for the set
of their tail and tilt of the ears but for their
ability to work in harness. “Dogs that are
capable of winning the Iditarod are better
made than the average winning show dog,”
Pat points out. But even Alaskan huskies have
their faults, and Pat can spot problems even
in the best dogs.
Conformation also affects how a dog may
break down over time. For example, after
years of compensating
for poorly-constructed
hind legs, a dog’s back
may be the first site of
pain. Pat and Donna
both strongly believe
conformation can make
the difference between
retiring a dog at six
years old, or at ten.
We’ll discuss Pat’s
method of evaluating
conformation and how a
dog should be built here,
and then cover some
common faults---and
their repercussions---in
Part II.

Pat and Donna both
strongly believe
conformation can make
the difference between
retiring a dog at six years
old, or at ten.
control.
Is your dog wiggling too much? Often that
signals a problem in its build. For instance,
if he insists on bringing one hind leg forward
every time you place it properly, he may have
a slipped hock. Poorly-built dogs tend to
constantly shift their weight; the one who
stands quietly, perfectly stacked, often has
the best conformation.
First evaluate along three imaginary lines
(Fig. 1). Ideally the head rises above a line run
forward along the length of the back. When
both the head and neck sit ahead of a line
running vertically through the foreleg, the
shoulders and upper arms are not too straight
(vertical). Finally, a plumb line dropped from
the point of the butt will ideally land just
at the toes of a properly stacked (vertical
pastern) hind leg.
Looking from the top down, the dog should
be roughly the same width at the shoulders,

STACKING
No, we don’t mean
piling your dogs on
Pat believes that at 8 weeks of age a puppy most accurately reflects his
top of each other like
adult form, making this the best time to evaluate his conformation. Of the
firewood. To accurately
Denali Park Kennel’s 2015 litter, Summit best fit the ideal. Dogs and pups that
evaluate a dog, he
easily adopt and quietly hold this stacked position tend to have good conformust be “stacked,” i.e.
mation.
standing four-square,
head well up, forelegs
vertical from elbow
to wrist, and back pastern poised vertically.
decades of experience with distance racing
You’ll find patience, and a helper or two,
sled dogs.
invaluable in accomplishing this. When
While a limited-mileage, low-speed
manipulating a dog or feeling for structure,
beginner musher may not need to know
use just a light touch.
much about conformation, anyone interested
Starting in front, shift the collar high on
in long-careered dogs suited for specific
the neck for maximum control. Keep the head
purposes should learn about conformation:
high, chin parallel to the ground. One at a
how form affects both function and durability.
time, grasp each foreleg by the elbow, setting
Most of us appreciate fast, powerful, smoothit straight. Be gentle; if you grab or yank, your
gaited, injury-resistant dogs with great
dog will yank back. Then arrange the hind
stamina. Conformation makes them that way.
legs, handling by the hock or stifle for best
It’s one thing to look at a dog and know
26 may/june
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Jen eases Clove, a well-built young female of the
Park Kennel bloodlines, into a stacked position.
Note the collar placed high on the neck to offer more
leverage, the raised head, and the forelegs and rear
pasterns being placed vertically. Finally, the head
should be straightened out so the spine is aligned.
This stance gives an observer the ability to place
imaginary guide lines to quickly get an overview of
conformation. Feeling uncertain, Clove drops into a
bit of a crouch, making her appear a little croupy, as
well as increasing the angulation of her rear legs;
proper relaxed positioning should eliminate these
“faults.”
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CONFORMATION POINTS ON A SLED DOG
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Figure 3. Pat also liked Junebug’s brother Cricket, but
not quite as well as Junebug: His upper arm is a bit
short and not as well under him---note the lower prosternum/point of shoulder (Line E, half-way up the side
of chest, lands above the prosternum), and his knees
twist out just a bit.

20

1. Front Pastern
2. Carpal Joint (wrist)
3. Forearm
4. Elbow
5. Lateral Epicondyle
6. Upper Arm
7. Point of Shoulder (Joint of shoulder blade/upper arm)
8. Prosternum
9. Withers
10. Shoulder
11. Last Rib
12. Loin (lumbar spine)
13. Croup
14. Point of Hip (Illium of the pelvis bone)
15. Tail Set
16. Hip Joint
17 Point of Butt (ischium of the pelvis bone)
18. Thigh (upper thigh/femur bone)
19. Stifle (knee joint)
20. Lower Thigh (shin, lower leg/tibia-fibula bones)
21. Hock (heel joint, tarsal joint)
22. Rear Pastern
Beginner Basics cont'd on next page
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Beginner Basics continued from previous page

prosternum

point of
shoulder

3

especially with multi-colored
furry critters, so use your
hands to feel the different
parts. Measure the height of the
foreleg from elbow to ground;
and then elbow to the top of
the withers. The results can be
surprising: the legs of a deepchested dog look shorter than
they really are.
Unlike the 50:50 ratio of
many show dogs, a sled dog’s
height at the withers should
be about 55% leg (at the elbow)
to allow a longer stride and
easier travel through snow.
However, dogs must be slightly
longer than tall to prevent foot
interference when trotting. If
your dog breaks into a lope at
7 mph instead of 14, see if he’s
taller than long.
Too much leg in relation to the
height (over 65%) can increase
the risk of injuries as the dog
becomes top heavy. Also, as
bones lengthen, muscles don’t
keep up. Instead they stretch
out longer and thinner, offering
less protection to the joint
capsule. Some people believe
that sprint (loping) dogs do
better with a more square build
(height=length) and a 50:50
leg: total height, but Pat says
“Wrong---slightly longer than
tall is always more efficient.”

CHEST & RIBCAGE
Viewed from the front, the
profile of the chest should be
elliptical, not too narrow or
wide. From the side, it should
Like most dogs, Junebug is not perfect. She’s slightly base-narrow
be deep, dropping down to
in front (forefeet closer together than points of shoulders: legs do not
the elbow (but no further),
align with Lines 1 and 2) and her hind legs, especially the right one,
with the sternum (breastbone)
sometimes twists out (Line 3): knees out, hocks in, feet out. Although
extending well back. These
exaggerated because she’s not standing quite square, both of these
qualities all improve lung
traits run in our line.
capacity and hence stamina,
as well as providing a proper
rib cage, and rear. Note if the bone seems
frame for muscle attachments, supporting
heavy or light. He should be light-boned
the back, and allowing smooth, stable front
enough for speed and agility without being
leg action. The longer rib cage also better
so light that he looses power or risks a bone
protects vital organs.
or tendon injury. (This will vary significantly
if you are distance racing with 45-pound
THE PROSTERNUM
Alaskan huskies or freighting with 110-pound
Pro what? I know, I know. But it’s not
Malamutes.)
complicated: the sternum is the breast bone,
Evaluating with your eyes can be deceiving

1
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and the prosternum is that important bump
at the front of the breast bone, at the base
of the throat and between the points of the
shoulders. Hopefully you’ll feel a prominent
knob, because a bigger prosternum allows for
more muscle attachment for the front end,
creating more stability and strength in the
upper arm.
Viewed from the side, you’ll ideally find the
prosternum halfway up the chest as measured
from the deepest part of the chest to the top of
the withers (Line E, Fig. 1 & 2).

FRONT ASSEMBLY
The forelegs, including the upper arm and
shoulder blade, comprise the front assembly.
The smoothest motion, most power, and
best shock absorption come from a shoulder
blade that’s well laid back---angling from well
forward at the point of the shoulder to well
back at the top of the withers.
The angle between the shoulder blade and
upper arm influences both soundness and
power. You can fit more muscles in the angle
between a laidback shoulder and a properlyset forearm (closed, or narrower angle) than
one whose straight (open, or wider) angle
causes muscles to be long and skinny. Good
angles also provide better spring and this
shock absorption reduces injuries and wear
and tear.
A good shoulder blade doesn’t sit up on the
neck, and it blends smoothly onto the ribcage.
Feel the tops of the shoulder blades; when the
dog’s head is raised, they should sit below the
top of the spine and fairly close together. As
he lowers his head, the tops of the shoulder
blades rise up and come closer together until
they almost touch as his nose reaches the
ground. (If they don’t nearly touch, they are
too wide.)
The lengths of the shoulder blade and
upper arm should be approximately equal to
offer the best power, speed, efficiency, and
extension (forward reach). To measure, feel at
the point of the shoulder for a notch where the
shoulder blade meets the humerus (upper arm
bone). Measure from there to the top of the
shoulder blade. Compare that to the length of
the upper arm from that notch back and down
to the bony bump (lateral epicondyle) just
ahead of the elbow. When equal, the forearm
is sufficiently long: it sits well back under the
dog, giving good support and allowing more
room for muscle attachment.
Press the elbows in toward each other;
if they come right together under the chest,
the forearm is placed ahead of the rib cage
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instead of being back where it belongs: it is
either too short, or drops too vertically from
the point of the shoulder instead of angling
more back. The upper arm also determines
where the prosternum sits: If you found the
prosternum at the proper height, the upper
arm is the correct length.
From the front, the forelegs should be
straight and drop vertically under the
dog, with the feet being the same width
as the point of the shoulder: no twists or
deviations.
Good strong elbows lie close to the rib
cage. However many huskies have loose
elbows, and may stand with the elbows
tucked against the chest for stability. The
looseness can also be caused by a shallow
chest, “Which I see a lot of in sled dogs,” Pat
told us. With the dog properly stacked, set
one hand on top of the withers and rock your
victim slightly from side to side. If the elbow
rotates out away from the side of the chest--as in most of the dogs I’ve checked---the
elbows are loose. More on that in Part II.
Because the wrist (carpus or carpal joint)
is one of the most injury-prone joints in sled
dogs, look for somewhat shorter pasterns
that slope with a slight angle---not vertical,
but not “down at the pasterns,” either---for
maximum speed, stamina and soundness. A
good pastern gives the dog a nice spring in
his step.

TOPLINE
When the dog is stacked---head up, chin
parallel to the ground---the back should be
level with no upward or downward curves.
Running your hand down the spine, find the
point where the last rib joins it. A tiny dip
right there is normal, but as we’ll discuss
in Part II, roach backed, swaybacked, or
croupy dogs all have problems. Measure the
loin from that point back to the front of the
pelvis. A good, strong, injury-resistant loin
will be shorter than the distance from that
last rib forward to the withers.

CROUP/PELVIS
Pat likes a long croup, which offers more
room for muscle attachment. You can spot
this because, viewed from the side, the thigh
looks wide---that’s all muscle, providing
power and stability. A moderate slope gives
the dog good rearward extension. (Some
mushers feel that a flatter croup gives a dog
a better backward reach for the strong, fast
trot required for long-distance travel. Pat
believes that instead this can cause excessive
rear kick, which “is totally wasted motion.”)
A dog with a steeper croup can more easily
coil into the fast, powerful lope required of
sprint dogs, and also provides more power
when freighting. It may, however, speed the
breakdown of the back.

Sultana has been one of the main breeding females at Denali Park for many years, and most of our dogs descended
from her mother. Sultana has a decent build and Pat says,
“She’s a good breeder because her pups are better than she
is.” Conformation is one of many aspects that influence kennel
manager Jen Raffaeli’s breeding decisions, with leader ability,
temperament and work ethic also being very important.

REAR ASSEMBLY
Power and drive come from
the hindquarters, making them
critical for any hard-working sled
dog. A good rear is also crucial for
speed, stamina and soundness,
and flaws here can affect the spine
and even the front end. Remember
to have the dog properly stacked,
with the hind legs dropping
vertically down from the hock. Go
to that imaginary line from the
point of the butt to the ground.
If it lands right at the toes, the
hind legs are the correct length
for maximum drive, efficiency
and soundness. (In Part II we’ll
discuss the consequences if they
deviate from perfection.)
Viewed from behind, the hind
legs should be straight with no
joint twisting in or out. Keep in
mind that when one joint is out
of alignment it affects all the
joints above and below, both in
soundness and cleanness of gait.
Sooner or later this can cause

unsoundness.
Run your hand along the side of the rib
cage and straight back from there to make
sure the knees are no wider than the ribs.
Knees should lie tucked close to the body
whether the dog is sitting, standing or
moving.
Fold the leg at the knee (stifle) until the
hock comes right up to the point of the butt.
If lengths of the upper and lower thighs
balance properly, the point of the hock will
neither be beyond the point of the butt nor
fall short, but will match exactly for best
movement and resistance to injury. (Finally,
an easy and objective measurement!)
Conformation is confusing enough
without all the double meanings. Although
some people define “hock” as the lower leg
(as in, “short hocks,” i.e. hind pasterns),
technically it is just the joint itself, or even
just the point of joint, depending on who you
ask! Viewed from the back, the hocks and
feet should be in line with the rest of the leg.
With the dog properly stacked and hind
feet equally weighted, check hocks for
stability by gently pressing the point of each
hock forward and then side-to-side. Ideally
they stand firm, resisting your pressure. If
one pops forward like a double-joint, that is
a slipped hock. When a dog isn’t comfortable
standing square, instead constantly shifting
one hind leg forward under his body, suspect
a slipped hock. (More on that in Part II.)
The hocks should sit at one-third or less
the height of the dog. When closer to the
ground (i.e. pastern is short; hock is “short”
or “well let down”), it lends the dog more
power and stamina.
Those all-important feet have good and
bad conformation, too, but because Mushing
Magazine has covered them so well in the
past, we refer you to those stories.
After wading through Part II of this
article, you’ll realize how important all of
this really is, and why some great sled dogs
don’t work as well once they hit five or six or
seven: they aren’t old, but subtle (or obvious)
pain is developing as those less-than-ideal
parts wear out.
Miki and Julie Collins wrote Dog
Driver: A Guide for the Serious Musher.
Pat Hastings has authored several books
including Structure in Action: The Makings
of a Durable Dog, as well as being the
creator of the DVD Puppy Puzzle.
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The Times they are a changin':

The Last Great Race allows cell phones on
the trail
by Shannon Miller

A

s a musher, part of the allure of dog sledding is the solitary
nature of the sport. Leaving civilization behind to head into
the woods with a pack of canine best friends, seeing scenery
that can often only be seen by dogsled or snow machine is something
that attracts most mushers. Indeed, the term “musher” often evokes
a rustic image of someone who is resourceful, stoic, self-reliant and
an expert in backcountry survival. Mushers pride themselves on
being self-reliant, self-sufficient and not dependent on many of the
things civilization wants us to believe we can’t live without, including
electronic devices which have, until this point, never been allowed in
the history of the Iditarod.
But while the Last Great Race has long been an ultimate test of
survival and solitude, there’s no denying that technology has touched
nearly every part of our lives, and the last five years have seen that
technology reach far and wide. The places where cell phones fall
away and cell towers or satellites don’t reach are becoming fewer and
fewer as the net of technology expands its reach. With technology,
the climate of mushing is changing in Alaska, and this has been the
focus of much discussion among mushers, race officials and fans this
summer.
The Iditarod Trail Committee (ITC) has changed distance dog
mushing forever by enacting Rule #35 which allows mushers to carry
cell phones during the race. But has the ITC gone too far with its recent
adoption of this rule, or is the rule change much ado about nothing? I
recently caught up with some Iditarod mushers to gauge their insights
regarding the rule
change.

Where r u?
gonna 24
Takotna.
#timefora
burger
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The rule states:
A musher may carry and use any
two-way communication device(s),
including, but not necessarily limited
to, a cell and/or satellite telephone.
Use of any such device for outside
assistance (coaching) will result
in disqualification. Use of such
devices may not be used for
any media purposes during
the course of the race unless
expressly approved in
advance by ITC.
A musher may also
carry an emergency
locator
transmitter
(ELT), a SpotTM, or
other similar satellite
tracking
device.

However, activation of any help or emergency signal, including
accidental activation, may make a musher ineligible to continue and
may result in an automatic withdrawal from the race. Use of a GPS
is also permitted.
Some would argue this rule - now referred to simply as Rule 35 - goes
against the very fabric and history of the Iditarod and dog mushing in
general. “We are a different breed,” says Aily Zirkle, “because we so
cherish our lifestyle, and that is a lifestyle that isn’t driven by common
essentials like a huge flat screen TV, $5 lattes every morning, dinners
out at restaurants or vacations.”
But it was the assault on Zirkle and Iditarod champion, Jeff King,
during the 2016 Iditarod that played a part in the rule change. On
March 12, 2016, Zirkle and King were repeatedly attacked by a drunken
snow machiner, Arnold Demoski, as he turned his snow machine into
a weapon, repeatedly charging at the teams and hitting speeds of over
100 mph when he hit King, according to court documents. The deadly
assault resulted in the death of one of King’s dogs, Nash, two other
dog’s injuries, and made Iditarod history. And Zirkle, who has run the
race 16 consecutive times, admits the incident left her quite shaken.
“Before this happened, I had the heart of a typical Iditarod Musher,”
said Zirkle. “I was incredibly strong, independent, extremely confident
and had supportive friends, family and much of the state of Alaska
behind me. Anyone who knew me or knew of me, could tell you that.
But, I will tell you that for two hours on March 12th, I felt as vulnerable
and completely hopeless as a human being can feel. I would have never
believed that I, Aliy Zirkle, could ever feel that utter desperation. That
significantly changed me.”
Eureka musher Brent Sass, who Iditarod fans will recall was
disqualified during the 2015 race for the use of an iPod said, “After
what happened to Jeff [King] and Aliy [Zirkle], I think they felt like
they needed to do something to make communication a little easier.”
<
But Jake Berkowitz, three-time Iditarod finisher, said “Iditarod needs
to stop being so reactionary.”
The Iditarod already has devices that send out emergency signals.”
Berkowitz believes other options would be more realistic because
there is no way to enforce that cell phones are not used for competitive
advantage - something that is against the rules.
As the rule is written, mushers are not allowed to use their cell
phones for “coaching or outside assistance” - something most mushers
agree will be difficult to enforce. Berkowitz admits he used his wife,
Robin, as a huge resource during some of the mid-distance races
in Alaska. “I gave her a checklist of five things I wanted to know at
every checkpoint - simple things like upcoming weather conditions
and trail reports, the exact time someone else came in and what the
difference was between when I showed up and they did. As a musher,
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just knowing those things is a huge value.” As
the rule is now, there is no way to monitor if a
musher has called a coach to find information
like these things out.
Sass says simply, “To me, it’s a rule that
can’t be regulated, so why have it?”
Berkowitz said, “I think a more viable
option is having a sealed device that’s checked
at every checkpoint because ultimately there
is zero way for Iditarod officials to monitor
for acceptable use.” Berkowitz adds that he
doesn’t think the rule was well thought out.
Sass agrees. “I feel like the decision was a
knee-jerk reaction on the Iditarod’s part. To go
from absolutely no two-way communication
to being able to use anything is a big step. My
initial reaction was shock, but then I was like
‘hell yea I can use my iPod!’”
Sass said one good thing is that the rule
does prevent someone for being disqualified
in the future for using an ipod and, he added,
“I am all for that!” Sass calls his 2015 incident
“water under the bridge, but adds “If I had a
cell phone and was making calls, it would be
a different story.”
Some Iditarod mushers have been quite
outspoken about the rule. One of the most vocal
of opponents has been four-time champion,
Dallas Seavey. He created a petition to reform
rule #35, saying “While Rule 35 takes steps
to address safety concerns on the trail, it also
creates a situation in which every musher
has access to unregulated communication.”
Seavey agrees that enforcing “no coaching”
will be impossible and feels that the integrity
of the race is compromised by Rule 35.
Indeed, as Seavey has pointed out, even
calling home to chat with grandma could
be perceived as a competitive advantage
(even if she could care less about the

Iditarod!) because just talking to someone
on the phone helps keep a musher awake. But
Berkowitz contends, grandma might be more
beneficial than she realizes. “There is a lot of
information that someone back home could
give a musher, and one of the most important
things is having someone who is well-rested
providing that information.”
Despite Dalla Seavey’s petition, there is
currently no meeting to discuss the rule
further by the ITC. Mark Nordman said in
an interview with news station KTVA that
the ITC is always open to further discussion.
Berkowitz said flatly, “In my opinion it’s bad
PR for Iditarod. I would love to see the rule
reversed.”
But Zirkle said it’s 2016, and the race has
evolved, and the larger picture of safety for all
mushers has to be taken into account.
Zirkle said, “Will there be mushers who
cheat? Yes… probably. If they illegally carried
phones before then they certainly will break
the rule and get some coaching, if they so
desire. You can't stop cheaters, if they are
really going to cheat. You'd have to delve
into the morals and ethics of humanity and
obviously our world has its problems with
that right now.”
Seavey has openly declared in his videos
on the subject that he will not utilize 2-way
communication during the 2017 race.
Berkowitz, who plans to return to Iditarod
in 2017, says despite the rule, he won’t use
any 2-way communication devices. But, he
says those mushers who are in it to win it
will utilize cell phones: “It’s great to take a
stand and it’s great that [Dallas] is speaking
out and creating a petition. But I don’t see
him not utilizing 2- way communication. I
personally won’t use [a cell phone] next year.

Sebastian Schnuelle's two cents on two-way communication:
As I wrote the 2016 Iditarod race report in early June, a heated
discussion was going on about the use of phones along the trail for the
2017 race. I have a divided opinion on that subject. Personally I used to
like the purity of racing, getting away from technology for 9 days.
A big deal is being made about the possibility of coaching. I think some
mushers and especially fans, who have very little familiarity with the
trail, overestimate the availability of phone service out there. I carry 3
different cell phones from 3 different providers when I am on the Iditarod
trail reporting. Plus I carry a satellite phone. Surfing the internet over a
cell phone on the trail? Forget it, that will not happen. There is no service
anywhere. In checkpoints the rural cell signals are 1G at best and that is
only in the immediate village. Half a mile out, there is no service at all.
Using the satellite phone is also challenging at best. If I do not keep the
battery on my body and put it into the phone right before the use, the sat

But if you’re racing to win or you want to be in
the top 20, you’re absolutely going to use that
opportunity, as you should.”
Despite the inability to enforce appropriate
use of cell phones, most mushers I spoke with
were optimistic about mushers following the
rules. Zirkle said, “Every year some of the
Iditarod Race Rules change, and whether
each musher who signs up for the race reads
those rules or not, with their signature they
actually agree to follow these rules. That's a
big deal to me. I am not a cheater and never
will be. If I sign up for a race and there's a
rule that says I can't drink coffee, I will abide
by it. Stupid or not. I think everyone should
follow the rules.” Certainly everyone should
follow the rules, but will they? “Well, it's been
proven that some may not,” concludes Zirkle.
Another stipulation of the rule is that
cell phone cannot be used to talk to the
media. The Yukon Quest embarked on
ground-breaking territory during the 2016
race in allowing social media posts from
mushers. Berkowitz asserts that the Iditarod
created this stipulation so they are the only
communication source reporting from the
race.
“They’re doing that to protect their
monetary investment with Insider. They
control 90% of that information coming out
of that trail.” says Berkowitz.
Some would argue that the focus of Iditarod
should be on the dogs and the race, not on
posting to social media anyway.
Still, Berkowitz admits he loves the race. “I
am coming back next year because it’s a great
event,” he said. “Do I think there needs to be
management changes? Yes. But if you don’t

Times they are a changin' continued on page 43

phone will not work. With being that far north, satellite signal strengths
are marginal. I am lucky if I get a minute long conversation, without the
call dropping. Have you ever tried using a touchscreen at 10 below, never
mind 30 below? Good luck with that. A musher would have to try real
hard, and spend quite a bit of time trying to make their phones work. The
front runners rested 4 hours or less between UNK and WM. I simply can
not see anybody making much use of a phone during the part of the race,
where the real racing begins, in order to gain a competitive advantage.
Now how about safety for the back of the packers? If some of them do
feel safer with carrying a sat phone to call for help. Why not? False security
in my opinion, same as the tracker help button. They might realize soon
enough, that help might not be able to arrive as quickly as they would like.
Yet they are widely used, not only in mushing. It is going to be interesting
to see what happens with that two-way communication rule.
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In Amundsen's Footsteps
by Louise Freeman

T

hey were mainly in it for the adventure. Three mushers and 22 dogs would
be tackling 700 miles of challenging terrain: jumbled sea ice, rocky river
gorges, and steep mountains. Sure, they’d be retracing Norwegian explorer
Roald Amundsen’s sled dog trek from the Canadian Arctic to Eagle, Alaska,
where he sent a telegram announcing his discovery of a navigable route
through the Northwest Passage. But team member Wayne
Hall, a guide/outfitter and three-time veteran of the
Yukon Quest, summed up the real appeal of the
“In Amundsen’s Footsteps” expedition.
“It was the ultimate dog run.”

B

ritish adventurer Tim Oakley had first proposed the
idea the expedition to Hall on a dog sled tour he took
with Bush Alaska Expeditions, the company Hall operates
with his wife, Scarlett, from their homestead on the Yukon River not
far from Eagle. Oakley had previously gone on a 450-mile 35-day
expedition in Svalbard, Norway and a 650-mile 24-day expedition
across the top of Norway, becoming the first dog sledding team to do
so unassisted.
It took Oakley over two years to organize the IAF expedition,
working out logistics, obtaining sponsors, and dealing with endless
bureaucracy to gain the necessary permissions to travel through
two Canadian parks and Inuit land. Snowmachines are not allowed
in the remote parks, which presented a problem for the expedition.
Amundsen and his two guides had traveled on hard-packed trading
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trails and had been able to trade for human and dog food at the Inuit
communities that dotted the area at that time. The IAF expedition
would not have those advantages, so snowmachine support was
essential. But because of the Canadian restrictions, the three dog
teams would have to break trail for 120 miles to the U.S. border, where
they would be met by their support person, Earl Rolf.
Rolf has broken trail for the Yukon Quest for many years, and the
home he shares with his partner, Sandy Vaisvil, on the Fortymile
River has become a popular courtesy stop for the mushers. Rolf puts
3,000-5,000 miles on his snowmachine a year, including regular trips
to check his 200-mile trap line, and he was excited about going up
north into country new to him.
Graham Burke, an experienced outdoorsman from Wellington,
New Zealand, was the last member to join the expedition. Burke had
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Tim Oakley and Wayne Hall confer about the route near US-Canada border.
Photo by Graham Burke

taken only one dog sled trip (guided by Halls’
son Matt, himself a well-known musher), but
Wayne was confident that Burke was someone
who, “if the shit hits the fan and all looks
lost, will not quit.” Burke also handled the
huskies well, which he attributed to working
on a sheep farm in his youth. “Working with
sheep dogs is different, but the care and
management of the dogs, how you talk to and
interact with them is the same.”
To complete such a long, difficult trek,
the dogs would need as much strength,
endurance and resiliency as the men, if not
more. The Halls breed dogs that go back to a

trap line team heritage. The dogs, weighing
an average of 65 pounds, have KleedehnGatt-Hall bloodlines.
“The dogs do not, will not quit in any
conditions,” said Wayne. Scarlett does early
training with the pups and Wayne does the
advanced training. To prepare for the IAF
trip, he took the dogs on long runs with
heavy loads so that each team (eight dogs for
Hall in lead position, seven for Oakley and
Burke) could pull a total weight of over 500
pounds, including the 110-pound toboggan,
food and supplies and musher. The toboggans
had beefed up brush-bows, 2-inch thick

laminated wooden runners, and the sled bags
were modified to cover a top-heavy load.
Hall had “push button command leaders”
ready to go, but he trained two of them to
loose lead so they could leap through deep
snow, making a trench that the team dogs
could follow. Knowing there would be times
when they wouldn’t be able to use a picket
line due to the terrain, he made sure the
dogs could sleep in harness on the gangline
without chewing the lines or harnesses.
To get to their starting point at Herschel
Island in the Beaufort Sea, the three teams

In Amundsen's Footsteps continued on next page
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“The dogs do not,
will not quit in
any conditions,”
Wayne said.

Graham Burke and Wayne Hall help the dogs pull a sled on the Firth River.
Photo by Tim Oakley
In Amundsen's Footsteps cont'd from previous page
mushed from Eagle to Dawson City and
then the dogs were trucked up the Dempster
Highway to Inuvik by Yukon musher Brian
Wilmshurst. It took two flights from Inuvik
to get all the dogs and supplies to the island.
They camped overnight, taking shelter from
the wind behind the few abandoned buildings
that are all that remain of the thriving
whaling and Inuit community that existed
there in Amundsen’s time.
On their second day out, the IAF expedition
members entered the narrow gorge of the
Firth River, the most dangerous leg of the
trip. It was worse than they expected, as they
encountered fast-moving overflow up to the
dogs’ bellies. With steep walls on either side
of them, they had no way to get off the river
and were forced to camp on a small ledge.
The men had repeatedly punched through the
ice up to their thighs, their pants were frozen
to their legs and their boots were frozen
solid. (Not expecting to encounter such deep
overflow, they were wearing Trans Alaska,
Performance pac boots.) For 48 hours, they
endured temperatures down to -45F while
watching the overflow inch higher, coming up
to within a few feet of the dogs. Finally the

overflow froze over, and the teams were able
to get to a Parks Canada cabin that rangers
had stocked with dog food and stove fuel for
them on a routine flight the previous summer.
Although the men were grateful to have a
place to warm up, Hall was in excruciating
pain as his severely frostbitten toes began to
thaw.
Despite the often unreliable internet
connection at the Hall homestead, Scarlett
had been able to keep in contact with the
teams with a SAT phone and a DeLorme
GPS device that could send and receive text
messages. She put her husband in touch
with a doctor through MedCallAssist, who
gave him detailed medical instructions for
treating his toes. Wayne would have to travel
for more than four weeks with his feet “like
raw hamburger.”
After resting a day, the teams continued
on the Firth, negotiating the frozen Class IV
rapids that had collapsed into deep craters
with open water below. At times, it took all
three men pushing from behind to help the
dogs pull one of the sleds out of a hole as they
slipped on the glare ice. Oakley said of their
experience on the Firth River, “It was the
edge of viability in terms of what you could do
with dogs up there, in my opinion.”

For 48 hours, they endured temperatures down
to -45F while watching the overflow inch higher,
coming up to within a few feet of the dogs.
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Meanwhile, Rolf, accompanied by fellow
Quest trailbreakers Mike Reitz and Ramona
Finoff, was on his way from Circle. Rolf laid
down a trail with his 900 Ace Expedition
wide track, using a GPS to follow Amundsen’s
route as closely as possible. It took eight days
to cover the 450 miles to the border. The three
snowmachiners set up an airstrip for the
supply plane from Tok Air Service. When the
plane arrived a few days later, Rolf climbed
in and the pilot, Zack Knaebel, followed the
Firth River until they saw the mushers. The
plane buzzed them real low and then Rolf
threw two bags out of the plane. He said,
“Seeing something getting dropped out of
the sky for them, it boosted their enthusiasm.
It just gave them a little energy, like ‘Hey,
we’re going to make it, you know.” The bags
contained three pairs of bunny boots and
plenty of handwarmers.
The next day, the mushers were supposed
to rendezvous with Rolf, but they got their
signals crossed and Rolf thought they might
have bypassed him and gone down the
mountain. He went looking for them, knowing
they were somewhere along the U.S. border.
Driving on the Alaska side, Rolf was within
sight of their headlamps when he rolled his
snowmachine on a bad patch of broken ice
and hit his head hard enough to get knocked
out. Despite a concussion and a neck injury,
Rolf was able to get the snowmachine upright
and continue on to the mushers’ camp. He
pinpointed where he, Finoff and Reitz were
camped, and the three teams arrived there
the next day.
As they headed south Rolf went ahead,
trying to pick up the trail he’d laid a week
before but it blown shut and was difficult to
find in the flat lighting. With the soft trail
and deep snow, it was slow going through the
Brooks Range. The brake reservoir of Rolf’s
machine had been broken in the accident,
but he was skilled enough to get up and down
steep riverbanks and over the continental
divide without any brakes.
On the Coleen River, they stayed overnight
with the well-known trapper Heimo Korth
and his wife, Edna, who is from Savoonga
on St. Lawrence Island. (Having lived in the
area since before ANWR was established,
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the Korths were grandfathered in and are
now the only year-round residents of the
refuge.) Then the men continued down to
the Porcupine River, averaging thirty miles a
day instead of the fifteen they’d made on the
Firth River. At Fort Yukon they reached the
Yukon River, and once they intercepted the
Quest trail at Circle, they were able to travel
35-45 miles a day. Between Circle and Eagle,
Amundsen had stayed in the roadhouses that
served travelers on the Yukon River then.
While traveling through Yukon-Charley
Rivers National Preserve, the IAF team
members spent several nights at the public
use cabins. For most of the trip, the four men
shared a single tent, sleeping in Mountain
Hardware Ghost sleeping bags, which Hall
called, “the best bag on the market” because
they are lightweight, pack down to a very
small size and are good to -40F. A Riley wood
stove worked well to keep the tent warm.
The expedition arrived in Eagle 28 days
after setting out from Herschel Island. The
mushers had all lost between 15 and 27
pounds and Rolf had taken in his belt four
notches. But the dogs held their weight (one
actually gained a few pounds) and not one

had been injured or had to be carried in the
sled. Only three booties were used on the
dogs on the entire month-long trek. “The fact
that the dogs came back in such condition is
a real testament to Wayne: number one his
breeding program; but more importantly
his management and care,” said Burke. For
Burke, working with the type of dogs once
used by miners and trappers lent an extra

Expedition members Tim Oakley,
Wayne Hall, Earl Rolf, and Graham
Burke reach the Hall homestead the day
before arriving in Eagle. Photo by Scarlett
Hall

historical element to the trip. “We’re at the
end of an era,” he said. “The trap lines and
freight dogs are going to fade into history in
the not too distant future. It’s quite sad.”
Despite being in pain for most of the trek,
Rolf said, “I’d rather go on trips like that, go
camp out in the winter than go to some beach
and lay on the sand.” To Wayne, the highlight
of the trip was “still being alive after getting
off the Firth River,” although both he and
Burke suffered frostbite on their feet. He
knows he can’t risk freezing his toes again,
and with the help of Finoff, who specializes
in designing dog harnesses for Apocolypse
Design, he is working on creating a custom
boot that can reach to hip-level when needed.
Oakley, who’d given the expedition only a
50-50 chance of success, was pleased they’d
reached Eagle. He took out the SAT phone
and called his wife in London.
For
more
information
on
Bush
Alaska Expeditions, their website is
bushalaskaexpeditions.com
Louise Freeman is a writer in Anchorage.
She used to live in Eagle and volunteered at
the checkpoint there for the Yukon Quest.

Risdon Euro
Sprint Sled
Standard colors Red & Blue

Now completely collapsible! Runners are removable and the sled
folds flat in under 1 minute. Save on shipping!

Great Mushing Property For Sale
in the Caribou Hills, AK!
Previously owned by a multiple winner of Iditarod & Yukon
Quest. It is two hundred yards from year-round road access
on Oilwell Rd. 4WD vehicle has no problem getting right to
the property in the summer. Fresh water available in a creek
just next to the property. (One of the only parcels that did not
burn). Cabin/structure on property, but not worth mentioning!
$4,500 or best offer (taxed @ $6,500 after appeal!)

Parcel number: 18550802 • Contact: Lseve@yahoo.com
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Questions with a champion:

Buddy Streeper discusses weight,
feeding, and "secret" suplements
There has been an interesting divergent regarding race weight in the
last few years of racing. Buddy’s team and a few others carries a bit
extra weight into races, whereas, some people will trim their teams
down (especially if they expect warm temperatures). At North American
this year, I noticed that teams were skinnier than they had been in last
few years, similar to early 2000s and before. Here is Buddy’s response:
Buddy Streeper on why his dogs carry more weight going into
races:
We learned the benefit of carrying more weight when we started
going to Stage Stop and longer races, not to take anything away from
Rondy or North American - those are hard races. When doing multiple
day races that are long distances at decent speeds, you have to take in
more reserves and more water weight. If anything happens to them,
they go off their food a bit.
We noticed the benefit big time because we have power, energy, and
longevity from the fat reserves. The only time I think that carrying
extra weight is a detriment is on cold, fast trails. I’m talking 25-30C
below zero on a trail that is hard and fast as possible. River ice fast.
This isn’t actually due to injury, as you might think because the trails
are hard. Picture Usain Bolt trying to run the 100 M in 9.5 seconds
with ankle weights on. You know, the oxygen intake, the cold weather,
they are feeling good, the muscles are responding correctly. The dogs
can run really fast because you don’t have to worry about overheating.
At top speeds, that’s when you need to be a little bit slimmer. So
this would be extreme sprint: 8-14 miles in the 21-23 mph range. So
even in most limited class scenarios, the dog has a better attitude and
can perform better when carrying more weight. Of course there is a
fine line, you don’t want them to be obese, you want them in shape,
athletic.
Anything longer than that one exception, there is no benefit. As
far as scenarios go, I’m talking 1000:1 benefit to having the dogs
heavier. A race like Wyoming (Stage Stop) where trails are slow and
temperatures are warm, I don’t think there is any benefit to having
your dog a bit underweight in any circumstance.
So it is overwhelmingly the case that people take their dogs to races
too skinny. I see this all over the world: Quebec, Europe, Western
Canada, Stage Stop, Alaska. All of my competition used to do it, and
some of my competition have seen that we are carrying more weight
to races.
We have vet checks at Stage Stop and it is like going to a weigh-in at
a heavy weight boxing match, you get to look the opponent in the eye,
see their best dogs because they only have the 16 they are racing with
at the vet check. Some of the dogs 5-6 years ago were too skinny. What
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I am seeing now, is some of the competition has changed this, like
Jeff Conn, who has improved drastically or JR Anderson and Bruce
Magnusson and they are knocking on the door for second and third.
There is all this discussion on Facebook and Sleddog Central chat
forums about how to keep dogs from getting too thin. Nobody does
what we do, by traveling all over the world doing what we do. Never
have I pulled out of a bigger race, and that is probably because we
carry better weight. So when we are on the road for several months
racing, the stress of traveling and catching bugs isn’t as bad because
of the reserves.
Another benefit to the dogs carrying extra weight, is they don’t get
stressed from being too thin and get runny poops. During our runs, at
the 9 mile or 10 mile mark, you can go on the trail and scoop them up
as they would be in the dog yard - nice and firm. And that is a result
of a quality diet.

Weight management during the year:
Ideally, I don’t want to fluctuate my dogs from race weight at any
point during the year. We run all year long and there is only a two
week period in the spring when there is a thaw where they get a break.
After that, they are loose running on our trails around our property.
Other than that, my dogs never sit idle for more than three days. I’m
not talking turning them loose in a pen for 35 minutes. We are free
running every third day at 5, 6 or 8 miles.
The only time they get a little thin, and this is not by choice, is
November and December. I can’t put enough calories in them. It is
the coldest part of the year and temperatures plummet and we are
training longer and farther. Their metabolism is changing too, their
full winter coat isn’t in yet, and they aren’t metabolizing their food the
way should either.
Believe me, I try to keep their weight as even as I possibly can. I’ve
talked to several long distance mushers - King, Burmeister, etc. and at
the same time, we are fighting the same problem. We can’t get enough
calories in them, regardless of what is going on. By no means are they
skinny, they are a little bit shy of what I consider ideal.
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Feeding regime:
Our feeding regime is pretty standard.
Summer is different than winter. In the
summer we feed in the morning. We exercise
around 7-8-830 am and wait an hour to 90
minutes after exercise to feed. So 10 am. Then
we top off their bowls with water. (This switch
happens April 15th because I can offer free
standing water.)
Once the temperatures drop in the fall and
I can’t keep the water thawed, I switch my
feeding to the evening. I do a water broth in
the morning, at around 8 am. A soup broth
again at 4 pm and feed immediately after.
We will fluctuate a little bit. In Wyoming,
we race early, around 9 am. So I will water a
little earlier, between 7 and 8 am. Then we
feed a few hours after the run.
When I was sprint racing, at the breakneck
speeds, I was rigid about feeding 18-20 hours
ahead of time. Now, my dogs can poop on the
fly and the loose dropping allows the dogs to
have good bowel movements.
April 15th - October 15th
7 am: free run
10 am: feed then top off bowls
October 15th - April 15th
*slight variation during races
8 am: baited water
10 am: train
4 pm: baited water
4:30 pm: immediately following baited
water, feed.

I don’t want it to sit out too long.
Genesis: I have been using this product
for four years now and I honestly consider
it a secret - it’s that good. Not many people
use it and if I were going to look at ways to
improve my kennel, I would use this. It is a
product called Genesis from Ten Squared
racing. It allows the dogs to metabolize and
process their food better. It is not a probiotic,
or colostrum, it is different.
The last few years, I have started to add this
powder-formed supplement around October
1st. What I saw last year, is I didn’t see any
extreme weight changes in the dogs because
they metabolize their food better.
I’ve started telling people about this and
the reviews coming back are great. It is kind
of expensive at $150 per gallon, which will
feed a 20 dog kennel for a couple of months.
Though, you will see better stools, dogs carry
better weight, and they have a better appetite.
So the price is reasonable considering the
benefit you are getting.

Ideal weight? Here’s how to check:
Buddy was sure to mention that each
bloodline and style of dog will carry weight
differently than others (even within the same
kennel). Generally, pointer crosses have more
muscling and shorter coats. The pointer
muscling will create the “round back end”

as Buddy mentions below, whereas a husky
generally will not be able to carry the muscle
to create a round back end. Also, when Buddy
mentions the ribs on the side profile of his
dogs, this is far more difficult, or impossible
to use as an indication of weight with thicker
coated dogs. Make sure to put your hands on
those dogs as Buddy describes below.

How Buddy identifies proper weight of
his dogs:
Viewing dog from above:
The dogs should have an hourglass figure,
where the body follows the contour of the ribs
and pinches into the hip bones on the side and
pops back out. My dogs carry a straighter line
because of the weight they carry.
Viewing dog from the side profile:
A big indent on the last rib (the rib closest
to the hind legs) while seeing the second,
third or even fourth rib would be too skinny
for us. So you would want to barely see the
first rib.
Observing weight by touch:
I find the weight of a dog by feeling between
the hip bones themselves. Then I check along
their spine. At the back end, where the hip
bones are, mine carry a round back end. It is
important to note that each of my dog carries
weight a bit different.

Buddy’s feeding tips:
Soaked kibble vs. dry: Feed a dry
kibble. I don’t mind a light soak, but never
feed a mush. You should add it to the food and
the water right upon feeding. Some people
soak their food over night and feed it the
next day. I really think that breaks it down,
allows bacteria to grow, and that is not the
way dry kibble is designed to be fed. If you
talk to the top vet nutritionists in the sport
like Arleigh Reynolds or Joe Wakshlag, they
tell you to feed it fresh. A very light soak of 4
or 5 minutes is okay.
Temperature: We feed cold usually. My
first scoop is warm water, and the second
scoop is below room temperature at 10-12C.
So I let the meat thaw just enough to mix it
and I will toss the frozen part at the center
of the pail to the side and let it thaw as I stir
up the rest of the food. I am pretty careful
about how I mix and process my food because

It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.

2006, 2015, 2016 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006, 2007 Diavik 150 Yellowknife • WIN
2005, 2007 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...
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Cornell vet’s research
may help mushers
create better diets
for dogs
By Jane Sutter

“We should know a
little bit more about
these dogs, their
phenomenal potential,
their athletic
capabilities being so
superior to humans.”
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Healthy passion

D

r. Joe Wakshlag’s passion for sled dogs goes well beyond his
research work with them.
In the mid-1990s, Wakshlag developed a love of these dogs
as a student at the Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine.
There he worked with Dr. Arleigh Reynolds and decided to become a
musher.
Although he’s no longer mushing (more about that later), he’s still
fascinated by the dogs, and as time and funding permits, conducts
research on their amazing physicality.
“We should know a little bit more about these dogs, their
phenomenal potential, their athletic capabilities being so superior
to humans,” Wakshlag said from his office at the Cornell University
Hospital for Animals in Ithaca, N.Y. Wakshlag now is section chief of
clinical nutrition for the college. He also holds a doctorate degree in
pharmacology.
A recent study conducted by Wakshlag, Cornell colleagues and others
examined the plasma chemistry before and after two consecutive days
of racing in sled dogs in the 2014 International Pedigree Stage-stop
Sled Dog Race (IPSSSDR). The study focused on associations between
muscle damage and electrolyte status. Specifically, the researchers
looked at what’s associated with the rise of creatine kinase (CK), which
is a marker of muscle damage.
“It seems to be fairly evident that potassium is something
that decreases as that enzyme goes up, so there may be some
disproportionate losses of potassium or poor intake of potassium on
the trail,” Wakshlag said.
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Photos courtesy Joe Wakshlag
Wakshlag noted that “when dogs start
racing, they go through a tremendous amount
of water turnover that kind of flushes the
body of some of the electrolytes. Mushers
make pretty drastic changes to diets during
the race, so that whole thing is almost like
a perfect storm for the loss of potassium
potentially.”
Results of the study suggest that there is
a potential link between rhabdomyolysis, a
condition in which skeletal muscle breaks
down, and a loss of potassium. Mushers
Terry and Buddy Streeper, J.R. Anderson and
Jenny Gregor allowed the researchers to work
with their dogs for this study.
A more recent study by Wakshlag and
colleagues involved examining five dogs
during Yukon Quest that were undergoing
rhabdomyolysis and comparing them to
the dogs on the winning team. The dogs
with rhabdomyolysis had much lower levels
of potassium. “All dogs seem to have this
strange dip over time in their potassiums
and their sodiums. When you have a lot
of water turnover, you need more of these
electrolytes,” Wakshlag said. While dogs
normally don’t need added electrolytes,
“this may be the one time if you run 1,000
miles you might want to consider providing
or making sure the diet’s replete in some of
those things. Unfortunately, meat does not
have as much as the standard dog foods used
today. It shouldn’t hurt anything to provide
potassium or sodium or both to make the
meat a bit more like the dog foods.”
Previous work Wakshlag did with Ken
Anderson involved supplementing salt in a

dog’s diet. “When you supplement salt, you
tend to decrease a hormone in the blood
stream that decreases your potassium, so
that salt helps you sort of conserve your
potassium as well.” The dogs that got the
sodium supplement didn’t show potassium
depletion as compared to some other teams’
dogs that were examined. However, the diet
of these other dogs’ varied, so “it’s hard to
make assumptions,” Wakshlag pointed out.
More recently, Wakshlag and colleagues
looked at dogs undergoing rhabdomyolysis
during the Yukon Quest. They found the
potassium levels of these dogs to be “very,
very low.”
Wakshlag said that this study is the first to
put actual numbers on the potassium levels,
although it’s long been suspected that they
might be low. “We really should be looking
at what the true electrolyte requirements
are, what are the true sodium and potassium
requirements during an endurance race
because it’s obvious there is something there
that needs to be flushed out (no pun intended).
We could be doing more research and trying
to help these dogs and help mitigate some of
the bad press associated with some of these
events.”
The debate over what and how much to feed
dogs ties into Wakshlag’s research. While
meats are full of protein and fat, which the
dogs need, commercial kibble is often replete
in necessary minerals such as potassium and
sodium. “There’s probably a sweet spot of
providing enough electrolyte that maybe you
can mitigate this problem, but not providing
too much so dogs just end up needing to

drink more and needing to pee more. That’s
always a tough spot. (For) every nutrient,
there’s deficiency, adequacy, optimal, excess.
Where’s that in a racing dog? I can’t tell you.”
Another study that Wakshlag participated
in looked at the dietary energy requirements
of dogs that completed the 2011 Yukon
Quest. The sled dog teams of Ken Anderson,
Jodi Bailey and Kyla Durham provided diet
history. The study was published in 2014 in
the Journal of Nutritional Science.
The study found that the diet and feeding
regimes were similar for all three teams,
with the average daily energy intake and
nutrient content fairly similar for all diets.
The mushers kept diet diaries, recording
the total number of meat snacks fed per day,
meals (amount of kibble and meat) fed and
waterings (including the amount of meat
used to bait water to promote consumption
of water), as well as the estimated amount
refused or discarded at each meal.
The results were interesting, Wakshlag
said, because “in the textbooks we often talk
about these dogs getting up to 50 percent of
their dry matter intake as fat, really fueling
them. It’s not quite that high, they actually
get more protein from these meals. They’re
getting 30 to 40 percent fat in general and
they’re getting 50 percent protein in general,
most of these dogs.”
Wakshlag noted that the more protein
a dog takes in, the more byproducts of that
metabolism the dog has to get rid of, so
it needs to urinate more to get rid of the

Healthy Passion continued on next page
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Dr. Joe Wakshlag, DVM racing at a PSDC sprint race. He is now retired but still active in the sled dog community through his research. Photo courtesy Joe Wakshlag
Healthy Passion continued from previous page
nitrogen. “There probably is some sweet spot,
too, for the optimal amount of protein and fat
in a diet.”
Wakshlag referenced recent research
done by Mike Davis at Oklahoma State
University that has Wakshlag now believing
there should be reconsideration of what is
known about fat burning. That research
showed that dogs burned just as much
carbohydrate as fat. “So if you don’t have carb
in your diet, the only way to make your carb
is not through fat consumption, but through
protein consumption,” Wakshlag said. “So

(dogs) end up burning that protein as a
carbohydrate source. So it’s much less to put
it in your dog as a carbohydrate source than
as a protein source, so maybe we should be
reconsidering some of what we know about
fat burning. There’s a certain amount of fat
that’s definitely going to be good for them
in terms of metabolism. Maybe the mushers
have truly found the sweet spot. They’re
the ones who are running and winning on a
daily basis. We can hypothesize all we like;
mushers often know what they’re doing from
years of experience. It’s just fine tuning some
of the things they do.”
It’s not easy to do research on sled dogs

these days for several reasons, Wakshlag
said. “There’s more committees, the funding
just isn’t there…The animal rights activists
have put a kibosh on some of these issues
and we’ve just watched the evolution of
sports change. We’ve got 3 million agility
dog entries every year or more now.” So there
will be more study in those dogs due to the
popularity of agility and other events like
master hunt titles and field trials.
As much as Wakshlag enjoyed mushing,
career and family have taken priority. He
notes wistfully that “sled dogs, the sport, at
least in the Northeast, is slowly dying, slowly
becoming more of a recreational thing.” He
cites the lack of snow and the cost. “Back in
the ’90s, we’d have a bunch of open teams and
eight-dog teams in a professional sanction
arena. Now you’re lucky if we get a few
eight-dog teams or six-dog teams running
professionally.”
So Wakshlag spends much of his research
focused on other canine athletes; he also
directs Cornell’s Sports and Rehabilitation
program, which started in 2014.
Still, Wakshlag’s passion and caring about
mushing dogs is apparent as is his desire to
see if altering feeding patterns on the trail
can help dogs maintain their stamina and
health. “I think there’s a lot of things you
could probably do if you had a summit with
the top five mushers, some nutritionists
and some exercise physiologists, you could
probably come up with some interesting ways
to solve some of these problems regarding
standard dog care, health, nutrition and
marketing of the sport.”
Jane Sutter is a freelance writer and
editor who owns Sutter Communications in
Rochester, N.Y.
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Interview w/Jennifer Raffaeli cont'd from page 9
current lines you have?
The park dogs share a long history
of bloodlines with Miki and Julie
Collins dogs since they are also breeding for
large freighting/trapline dogs. They have
given us some of our best dogs over the years.
We have a huge database of all the NPS dogs
and their bloodlines tracing back almost to
those first 7 sled dogs that Harry Karstens got
in 1922. There was a break in the bloodlines
when all the NPS sled dogs were given to the
army to support the war effort during World
War II. After the war, we got different dogs
back from the army. In the 1960s and early
70s was the purebred malamute era. Sandy
Kogl really started the modern bloodlines
of Alaskan Huskies that still carry on in the
kennels today. The foundation female was a
dog named Suzie who was born on Fletcher
Ice Island outside of Barrow. Dennis Kogl was
working up in the area and picked her up and
brought Suzie back to Denali. She turned out
to be a great lead dog and was the beginning
of our modern lines. In the 70s and 80s the
park dogs were crossed with many different
bloodlines including Jeff King, Jack and
Sherri Hayden in Minchumina, Mary Shields,
Will and Linda Forsberg. Our modern
bloodlines are shared with a few other
traditional freighting dog kennels including
Miki and Julie Collins in Minchumina, Matt
Emslie, Wayne and Scarlett Hall, Sonja and
Mike Sager, Andy Bassich, and the Helmer
family in Eagle, as well as Nita Fowler in
Fairbanks.

JR:

JW:

After visiting the kennel in April,
there is a diverse background
Siberian, racing, Greenland,

of dogs:
freighting...
Yes, we have a variety of different
bloodlines in our dogs and that
is apparent in the wide ranging appearance
of dogs in our kennel. As I mentioned, the
foundation female, Suzie, was a big, black
Greenland husky born outside of Barrow.
Because there are so few kennels still breeding
large, freight style working huskies it is
important for us to bring in fresh bloodlines
from time to time to maintain our genetic
diversity. I have been very grateful to a few
different racing kennels who have allowed us
to breed with their dogs in recent years. We
have been lucky to breed Brent Sass’s dog,
Silver, Mike and Sue Ellis’s Siberian, Wilson,
and Paige Drobny and Cody Strathe’s dog,
Opus, into our lines. We don’t want to breed

JR:

in too many racing lines or we will quickly
lose the size and furriness that we need for
our dogs to do their jobs, but adding in a little
bit of proven distance racing blood from the
right dogs has allowed us to improve our dogs’
structure and durability while maintaining
their size and fur. Most of our male dogs are
80-90 pounds and most of our females are
60-70 pounds. We need well-furred dogs
because we camp out on the trail all winter
long. The dogs sleep out in the snow with no
straw and no coats.

JW:

Do you notice any conformation,
attitude differences between
racing dogs and freighting dogs? [Editor's
Note: this question is to complement our
Beginner Basics conformation article on
page 24.]
I don’t think it is a simple as just
the difference between racing
dogs and freighting dogs. I think you can
see different appearances and attitudes in
each kennel you walk into. The first time I
went to see the kennels in Eagle I was able
to recognize several dogs that traced back to
NPS lines just by their appearance and I was
able to recognize the parents of dogs in our
yard that we had gotten as pups just by the
matching personality traits in their parents.
Each kennel has their vision of their ideal
dog and that is reflected in the dominant
appearance and personality in the kennel.
I think it is a great thing if each musher is
really thoughtful about breeding the type of
dog that performs best for what they want to
do rather than just breeding a dog because it
is supposedly a great dog.
One of the biggest challenges in managing
the Denali NPS kennels is that as a new kennels
manager you step in and take over someone
else’s entire dog-yard. When I started in 2010,
I was still trying to get a sense of the work
that the Park sled dogs are asked to perform
and what the best body type is for that work.
I started studying Pat Hasting’s books and
videos on canine structure and performance
and her ideas really resonated with me that
we should each be choosing to breed the dogs
that are built well (physically and mentally)
for the work we ask them to do. Dogs that are
built well should suffer few injuries and be
overall happy as they are not trying to cover
up or compensate for physical weaknesses
while they are running and pulling. It makes
sense that a modern Iditarod racing dog
has been bred for very different work and
conditions than the old school freighting and
trapline dogs….of course they look different -

JR:

they should!
It has been helpful for me to look not only
at which Denali NPS dogs are our stellar
open country leaders, but also who injures
the least, who has the least foot problems,
who has the best attitude on the trail. All
of these things tie back to how the dog is
physically put together and whether it is well
built to withstand the work we ask him/her
to perform.
So there are the obvious differences of
thicker fur and bigger and heavier dogs built
for pulling heavier loads and breaking trail.
Then there are the more subtle differences
like: we want long legs for breaking trail,
but not so long that the dogs can’t move well
with their legs underneath them, we want big
chests, and heavier bones for hauling heavy
sleds but not so heavy boned that they are too
heavy to move efficiently in deep snow or to
recover from pounding on hard packed trails.
We want dogs that are built for endurance not
speed so we don’t need the same angulation
and drop in the hind end that you see in
racing dogs, but we do need some for rear
end power. There are so many subtleties to
figuring out the “perfect” dog for each kennel
and it is one of the things that I enjoy the most
about making the breeding decision each year
and then working with the dogs for the next
nine years on the trail to see how well the
traits I chose to combine actually worked out.
I love that part of constant learning to make
sure that I am always striving to breed the
best possible dog for our kennel.
Given the fact that there are so few
traditional, freighting dogs, I think it is
important that those of us who still breed and
run them work hard to ensure a healthy gene
pool. I constantly remind folks that the dogs
that I consider the “best” for our kennel may
not be the “best” dog for someone else’s kennel.
We should all be brutally honest about our
dogs’ individual strengths and weaknesses
- no matter how much we love our dogs and
think they are amazing (because they all are!)
we should also be honest with ourselves and
others when it comes to making decisions on
whether or not to breed that particular dog.

JW:
JR:

Thanks a lot for taking the time
to speak with us!

No problem! I'm happy to do it.
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ISDRA celebrates 50th
Anniversary in Buffalo

by Donna Quante

From the ISDRA Fact Sheet:
“The International Sled Dog Racing
Association (ISDRA) was formed in 1966 by
Canadian and American mushers to organize
and unify the sport of sled dog racing.
Beginning in the New England states and
lower Canadian provinces, ISDRA sought
to standardize rules for ‘Nome style sprint
racing’.”

I

SDRA sanctions over 100 days of racing with
classes in traditional sleds, wheeled rigs,
scooters, skijoring, bikejoring and canicross.
Awards are presented at the end of each season to
the top three competitors in each category who have
met the qualifications of racing in at least 6 events in
2 countries and 3 states, provinces or prefectures.
ISDRA holds an annual convention, this year
was in Buffalo, NY, on June 23-26. Hosted by the
Pennsylvania Sled Dog Club under the management of Nancy Molburg
and her helpers: LuWanna Krause, Heather Walls, Jess Borman,
and Mandy Collins, the event was a fun social time and learning
experience for all involved. Besides a full day of interesting speakers
and demonstrations, dog and race stories were freely shared. Vendors
providing excellent information included: Annamaet Pet Foods, Arctic
Star Sleds, AstaReal, and the Wisconsin Trailblazers Club. Sponsors
included: Alpine Outfitters, Great Lakes Sled Dog Association,
LuWanna Krause, Jersey Sands Sled Dog racing Association, Race
Beacon, and Sled Dog Central. An amazing collection of ISDRA
photos and items were available for anyone to peruse.
Saturday’s speakers were very informative. Dr. Heather Huson,
Ph.D, and fellow musher, presented her studies on the genetics of sled
dogs. Dr. Jerry Vanek, DVM, who has served as a veterinarian on
114 sled dog races concurred with Dr. Huson’s findings. Both of these
doctors are published and deserve your time to read their works.
Susan and Leigh Gilchrist shared an interesting slide show, personal
anecdotes,
training
methods and offered
good information for
sprint
mushers
to
consider. Ken Chezik
and Kourosh Partow
presented
another
lighthearted look at
training methods. The
biggest point I feel both
sets of mushers made
was to be consistent
in your training and
Leadership changes handsto find a mentor.
Dave Steele passes the torch to Rob Downey
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convention

R ememb er
what works for some, may not work
for you depending on your lifestyle, where you live and time you have
to train.
As with all race organizations, ISRDA sets the rules for races under
their jurisdiction. Rules are added or changed when the governing
board feels the necessity. Mushing is a constantly evolving sport.
Rules that worked 50 years ago, may not be applicable now. One such
rule before the board now concerns the new purebred class.
Since dryland races do not offer purebred classes, and ISDRA
requires mushers to compete a certain number of races,the PSDC
under Johnn Molburg, along with modifications from Dan Rehak and
Steven Davis, have proposed rule changes. Up for consideration is
how to prove a dog is purebred and changing the number of qualifying
races for medal status. The intent is to increase the pool of drivers in
this category. Speaking against the proposals are Kimberly ScharmerRuhl and Laurel Turansky. Kim believes more publicity for the races
could help bring up the number of participants. Laurel believes dogs
should have AKC/CKC papers and not PAL papers. Those interested
will have to follow this development in Dog and Driver magazine. No
changes will be made without more discussion.
Saturday evening and the awards banquet saw a lot of smiles and
a few tears. Some of the medal winners had tear jerker speeches,
such as Silver medal for Women’s Canicross winner Brittany Colbath.
Not a dry eye in the house as she spoke of being a cancer survivor.
Retiring Executive Director Dave Steele turned over the organization
to Member at Large Rob Downey. Nancy Molburg was given a plaque
for her service to the organization. Silent auction winners were
announced. Afterward, many attendees retired to the demonstration
room to play musical chairs. But, that is not allowed to be published.
LOL—what happens in Buffalo stays in Buffalo. Come to the next
convention and see for yourself. •
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Times they are a changin' cont'd from page 31
have issues with these organizations then
you’re just settling and never going to make
them better.”
Berkowitz says the Iditarod is such a
fantastic race that even dropping the purse
altogether wouldn’t hinder mushers from
signing up. “The purse could be dropped
altogether and I think you’d still have 20 out
of the 30 mushers who regularly show up
show up anyway because it is the best dog
sled race in the world. Just because there are
issues and mushers might complain doesn’t
mean they won’t go back.”
Many mushers remain optimistic about
the integrity of the race. Sass says, “This
sport is about the the musher, their dogs, the
challenges of the trail and the competition.
The integrity of this race is held together by
the mushers that run it. It all boils down to
personal responsibility, and maybe I'm just
too optimistic, but I think that we as mushers
have the ability to uphold the true spirit of the
race whether cell phones are legal or not.”
Zirkle, who has been involved with the
Iditarod rules committee and the Board of
Directors, admits she has been opposed to
any form of outside assistance for her entire

racing raceer. But she asserts, “it comes down
to a broader safety network for all mushers
whether they think they need it or not.” And
she can attest to what that means better
than almost anyone. Sadly, as the climate of
technology has changed, so has the climate
of safety for all of us. After being attacked
during the 2016 race, Zirkle says the ITC has
an obligation to strike a balance between
keeping the integrity of the Last Great Race
alive but also maintaining safety for all
involved.
She says, “Andy Baker and the rest of the
ITC board can't just say to me as I mush out
onto the frozen Yukon.. ‘Good luck out there
Aliy and hey... my fingers are crossed that no
one tries to kill you this year.’ They legally and
morally have to give me (and every musher on
the race) at least a security blanket.”
Zirkle admits to struggling with the events
of March 12, 2016, details of which she has
never fully gone public with, and she says
had those events not happened, she might
feel differently about the rule change. “For
20 years, I would have never even thought
of using a phone on a sled dog race,” she
continues. “I have never raced or traveled
with a phone. And that’s why I completely

understand Dallas and many mushers being
upset about the change in the rule.” She says
she hopes at the pre-race mushers meeting
to hear the race marshall say “Outside
assistance is still illegal whether you choose
to carry a phone or not. If any of you need to
contact and Iditarod representative for an
emergency situation, please call #### (and
give us a phone number).”
“No matter what happens with this rule,
I am going to believe the mushers are going
to rise above and hold the integrity of the
race together, and in my eyes its pretty easily
done: just follow the rules and ask yourself
‘what would Joe do?’” Sass said, referring to
Joe Redington Sr, the “Father of the Iditarod”
who helped organized the first Iditarod 43
years ago. Redington wanted to preserve sled
dog culture and the historic Iditarod trail,
which included preserving the traditional
view of the musher and the Alaskan spirit of
independence.
Despite being a traditionalist when it
comes to mushing, Zirkle admits that if she
heads back out on the Iditarod trail in March
2017, she will have a satellite phone in her
pocket for the first time. •
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superdogsof denali
descriptions by Jennifer Raffaeli
photos by Dre Langefeld

national
park &
preserve

SUZIE {not pictured}

Suzie was a Greenland Husky born in 1972 to an expedition on Fletcher Ice Island
outside of Barrow. She was a house pet with a family in Barrow for her first year.
Dennis Kogl was working in the area and the family declared Suzie too wild to be a
pet. Dennis brought her back to Denali and eventually sold her to the National Park
Service. She was said to be one of the best lead dogs in the kennel and her genetics
are the origins of our bloodlines in the kennels today.

Sultana ♀
{74 lbs}
10 yrs

Jenny (Miki and Julie Collins) x Beluga (NPS)
from the “Climbing Routes” litter
Sultana is the mother of three litters in the kennels right now. She has the classic modern NPS dog
look with the white blaze, blue eyes and grey/brown/white body. She is a sassy lady who loves to
be in charge, a great eater, good coat and good feet. She is a great open country leader so long as
she respects the musher who is driving her. Typically, our dogs retire at 9 years old, but Sultana still
had so much energy we let her stay one extra winter. She will retire to WA at the end of this summer.

tuya ♂
{91 lbs}
8 yrs

LUCOR ♂
{76 lbs}
6 yrs

Keta (NPS) x Nocturne (Jon Nierenberg)
from the “Bumblebee” litter
Lucor has a quirky personality with people, but he
is a brilliant leader in winter. His father is from an
old NPS litter that seems to consistently produce
my favorite dogs. His litter of pups from last
summer has proven to be exceptionally mellow
and easy to train. We opted to breed him again
this year to Annie and are hoping for a litter at the
end of July.

Sultana (NPS) x Tonzona(?)(NPS)
from the “Volcanoes” litter
Tuya looks like a giant version of his mom, Sultana. He was neutered as a pup because the
kennel was unsure who the father of the litter was. Tuya is an absolutely phenomenal open
country leader. With his super long legs, he excels at breaking trail in deep snow. He is also
our best at micro navigation and we can gee and haw him around gravel bars, bad ice and
anything else we want to avoid. Whereas most dogs will lead a team straight off glare ice and
onto the rocks, Tuya will run exactly where you ask him to. At 91 lbs, he is not the heaviest in
our yard, but he is the tallest and we often call him our small pony.
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Rupee ♀
{76 lbs}
5 yrs

Vixen (Andy Bassich) x Typhoon (Matt Emslie)
from the “International Currency” litter (not born in NPS kennel)
When Pat Hastings came to do structural evaluations on the NPS
sled dogs and a few from Nita Fowler’s kennel she declared that
Rupee had the best structure/ conformation of all. We already
had Rupee’s sister, Sylvie, in our kennel and Nita was kind
enough to let us keep Rupee (and their other sister, Drachma,
as well). All three of these girls have great size and are incredibly
sweet with all people. Our summer visitors love to give these
girls belly rubs and they are happy to get them, all day
long. Rupee is the mom of our “Find Your Park” litter.

annie ♀
{73 lbs}
4 yrs

Sultana (NPS) x Silver (Brent Sass)
from our “Mining Claims” litter
Of the three pups in her litter, Annie looks the most like her
dad, Silver. She is a very happy go lucky dog. I don’t think
Annie has had a bad day in her life. She loves people and
always wants to be the center of attention. Annie has a great
coat and good, tough feet. The breeding between Annie x
Lucor this summer will produce a litter with strong ties back
to the traditional park lines on both sides.

sylvie ♀
{76 lbs}
5 yrs

Vixen (Andy Bassich) x Typhoon (Matt Emslie)
We adopted her into our “Bumblebee” litter as a pup.
Sylvie loves belly rubs in summer and burrowing into our sleeping
bags to snuggle in the cabins with us in winter. She is a crowd
favorite with visitors of all ages because she is so sweet and gentle
with people. She is a pulling powerhouse on the trail in winter and
she is a great leader when she feels so inclined.

opus ♂
{75 lbs}
5 yrs

Smoke (Mackey) x Grisman (Seavey)
from Paige Drobny and Cody Strathe’s “Grisman’s Song” litter (not born
in NPS kennel)
Opus was too big and too furry for Paige and Cody’s distance racing
teams and we are lucky they offered him to us. Opus brings some
serious drive to the NPS teams. He loves to run more than anything
else. He is getting more confident as an open country leader each
winter and was a real star on the trail last season. Opus was bred to
Sylvie and gave us one pup, Zahnie. Zahnie is only two, but loves to
run just as much as his dad and loves to lead and break trail even at
his young age.

lucky ♂
{85 lbs}
4 yrs

Sultana (NPS) x Silver (Brent Sass)
from our “Mining Claims” litter
Park employees often say that Lucky looks like the NPS
dogs did back in the 70s and 80s - big black dogs with
blue eyes. Lucky is a goofball in the dogyard, but once he
is in harness he is all business. He loves to lead and is a
real powerhouse at pulling heavily loaded sleds. Nothing
phases him – glare ice, open water, bare rocks, he will run
right through them all.
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summit ♂
{70 lbs}
1 yrs

Rupee (Bassich/ NPS) x Lucor (NPS)
from our “Find Your Park” litter
Pat Hastings declared Summit to have the best structure/
conformation out of his litter of eight. We are still waiting
for him to grow into his adult body and have found that
this bloodline usually doesn’t reach full size until 2 years
old so we expect him to sprout his legs later this summer
or next winter. This winter the pups ran loose alongside
our teams throughout the park just to gain exposure to
the terrain and routes we travel. They pull for very short
distances in harness (5 miles or less) their first winter.
These pups have already been to Wonder Lake, the top
of McGonnagall Pass and beyond and should be great
additions to the team next year.

clove ♀
{75 lbs}
3 yrs

Sultana (NPS) x Typhoon (Matt Emslie)
from our “Climbing Knots” litter
Clove is a near replica of her mom, Sultana. She has
an intense stare and a huge personality. Clove is one
of the loudest dogs in our yard. She literally screams
for attention from people. Clove proved herself to be
a confident and smart leader on the trail this winter. I
love her build and her head and will likely breed her
in the future.

Hoodie ♂
{47 lbs}
3 yrs

prusik ♂
{84 lbs}
3 yrs
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Sultana (NPS) x Typhoon (Matt Emslie)
from our “Climbing Knots” litter
Prusik also has a very classic “Denali NPS” dog look with his
dark markings and blue eyes. Prusik literally smiles at you
and is a big sweetheart with people. Prusik is big and strong
and driven to run and pull. He never stops working hard. We
were pleasantly surprised to see Prusik mature this winter
into a very nice lead dog. All three pups from this litter seem
to have inherited the best of both of their parents and are all
stand out lead dogs on the trail.

disco ♀

{57 lbs}
1 yrs

(Bird) Princess x Doc
Runs best in wheel. Always putting it on the line
and never gets hurt. Really happy and always
yelling to go.

Rupee (Bassich/ NPS) x Lucor (NPS)
from our “Find Your Park” litter
Disco bears a strong resemblance to our foundation female,
Suzie. Though she is small, this girl is overflowing with
confidence. She is fearless and was the first in her litter to
jump into deep creek crossings, first in the park to run the
track for dinner, first to climb the stairs and ramp in their
puppy playground area…This winter Disco ran loose in front
of the teams on the trail. She had no idea where she was or
where she was going, but she was confident she could figure
it out.
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